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1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we develop an umbral calculus for the symmetric functions
in an infinite number of variables. This umbral calculus is analogous to
RomanRota umbral calculus for polynomials in one variable [45].
Though not explicit in the RomanRota treatment of umbral calculus,
it is apparent that the underlying notion is the Hopf-algebra structure of
the polynomials in one variable, given by the counit =, comultiplication E y,
and antipode %
(= | p(x))= p(0)
E yp(x)= p(x+ y)
%p(x)= p(&x).
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The algebraic dual, endowed with the multiplication
(L V M | p(x)) =(Lx } M y | p(x+ y))
and with a suitable topology, becomes a topological algebra. This topologi-
cal algebra is called the umbral algebra. It is isomorphic to the algebra of
exponential formal power series.
The Hopf-algebra structure of the set of symmetric functions 4(X ) over
the alphabet X=[x1 , x2 , x3 , ...] has been known since the work of
Geissinger [20]. 4(X ) is reflexive in the following sense: the graded dual
of 4(X) is isomorphic to 4(X).
To make the analogy with the one-variable case work, and to use the
arsenal of umbral calculus, we have to get rid of the notion of a graded
dual. We consider instead the whole dual 4(X)*. The Hopf algebra struc-
ture of 4(X) provides the product on 4(X )*,
(LM | R(x)) =(LXMY | R(X+Y)).
Endowing 4(X )*with the appropriate topology, it becomes a topological
algebra. 4(X)* is isomorphic to the algebra of symmetric series.
The algebra, coalgebra, and bialgebra maps of 4(X ) are then classified
in terms of families of symmetric functions of binomial type and admissible
systems of functionals. Umbral substitution of basic families of binomial
type, i.e., composition of umbral maps, has as dual operation the substitu-
tion of admissible systems of functionals Many examples of families of
binomial type are studied: the power symmetric functions, the monomial
symmetric functions, the plethystic exponential polynomials, and the
plethystic analogues of the decreasing factorial, the plethystic analogues of
the increasing factorial, etc. The classical definition of Sheffer sequences of
polynomials is extended to this context, and analogues of Bernoulli and
Euler polynomials are introduced.
Chen’s compositional calculus [9] is criptormorphic to the present
calculus by identifying xn with pn(X ), pn(X ) being the power sum sym-
metric function. The underlying combinatorics in Chen’s compositional
calculus is the counting of colored structures in an infinite number of
colors. In the present approach the underlying combinatorics is related to
the counting of structures kept fixed by permutations and to Bergeron’s
S-species [3].
In the RomanRota paper [45], the classical recursive formula
(Rodrigues formula) for the generation of sequences of binomial type is
generalized by the use of umbral shifts as adjoint operators of continuous
derivations in the umbral algebra. This procedure was later extended by
Roman to polynomials in many variables [44]. We extend this duality
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to the present situation by associating to each invertible system of lineal
functionals an infinite system of derivations in the umbral algebra. Its
adjoint operators form an infinite system of umbral shifts. We obtain in
this way two recursive formulas for basic families of symmetric functions of
binomial type.
We go one step forward in this direction. A family of symmetric func-
tions of Schur type is defined as the set of images by an umbral map of the
classical Schur functions. The dual notion of a family of symmetric func-
tions of Schur type is that of a family of functionals of Schur type. A family
of symmetric functions of Schur type satisfies all the coalgebraic properties
of the Schur functions. The functionals of Schur type satisfy all the algebra
properties of the Schur functions (in particular, analogous of the Jacobi
Trudi identity). Taking exterior powers of umbral shifts we generalize the
recursive formulas for the connecting coefficients between symmetric func-
tions of binomial type. When the umbral map is also an algebra map, this
generalization is the bridge between the JacobiTrudi formulas and the
quotient of alternant formulas: a general formula for the symmetric func-
tions of Schur type as a quotient of alternants is proved.
A generalized Schur function in the variables x1 , x2 , ..., xn is defined as
the quotient of alternants
|t*r+r&1(xs)|
n
r, s=1
|xr&1s |
n
r, s=1
where tn(x) is any polynomial sequence. They form a basis of
4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn). By using the exterior power of umbral shifts we obtain a
generalization of the JacobiTrudi formula for the dual pseudobasis. The
factorial symmetric functions [4, 5, 22, 32] and the Macdonald 6th varia-
tion on Schur functions [32] are special cases of the generalized Schur
function. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition over the polyno-
mials tn(x) for the existence of the inverse limit of the corresponding
generalized Schur functions. We define a ShefferSchur family as the image
under an invertible shift invariant operator N(D) of a family of functions
of Schur type. When the functional N is multiplicative, and the family of
functions of Schur type are the classical Schur functions we get back the
class of symmetric functions that can be obtained as inverse limits of
generalized symmetric functions. We think that this fact has particular
relevance in the calculus of Witt vectors.
We introduce here a notion of determinant for certain kinds of infinite
jacobian matrices. With this notion, and using one of the recursive
formulas, we generalize Joni’s transfer formula [24, 25] to this context.
A very general Lagrange’s inversion formula is obtained as the dual form
of the transfer formula.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let S be a set. We define the power sum symmetric functions over the
set S as
p0(S)=1
pn(S)= :
s # S
sn, n>0.
A partition of a positive integer n is a collection of positive integers
whose sum is equal to n. Since the order in which the integers are written
is immaterial, we may represent a partition as a nondecreasing sequence
*=(*1*2*3 } } } *l) of positive integers. We call it the standard
representation of the partition *. We say that +C=* if +i*i for every i.
For *C=* we denote by S*+ the skew Schur function.
We also use the multiset notation *=(1:12:23:3 } } } ). It means that
exactly :i parts in the partition are equal to i. In this article we frequently
identify a partition * with the vector of multiplicities of its parts
: (*)=: =(:1 , :2 , :3 , ...). In symbols,
: =:
i
e *i (1)
where e r is the r th unit vector.
The expression : |&n (resp., * |&n) means that : (resp. *) is a partition
of n, i.e., i i:i=n (resp., i *i=n). The expression |: | (resp. |*| ) denotes
the sum of the parts of the partition : (resp. *), and l(: ) (resp. l(*)) denotes
the number of parts of it, i.e.,
|: |=:
i
i:i= :
l
i=1
*i
l(: )=:
i
:i=l=l(*).
We say that ;9 : if every component of ;9 is less than or equal to the
corresponding component of : . We denote by P the set of all partitions.
A permutation _ : E  E of a finite set E is said to be of class : if _ has
:i cycles of size i. The number of permutations commuting with a permuta-
tion of class : is given by the formula
z: =‘
i
i:i:i!.
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For three partitions : , ;9 , and # satisfying ;9 +# =: we define the binomial
coefficient
\ :;9 , # +=
z:
z;9 z#
=
: !
;9 ! # !
, (2)
where : ! :=>i :i!
Let X=[x1 , x2 , x3 , ...] be an infinite set of variables. The algebra 4(X )
of symmetric functions over X is the C-algebra freely generated by the sym-
metric functions pn(X ), i.e.,
4(X)=C[ p1(X), p2(X ), p3(X ), ...].
Clearly, the family of power symmetric functions [ p: (X )]: ,
p: (X)= p1(X )
:1 p2(X):2 p3(X ):3 } } } ,
form a basis of 4(X ). Throughout this article we will follow Macdonald’s
notation (see [33]) for the rest of the classical basis of 4(X ).
3. THE UMBRAL ALGEBRA
Consider another totally ordered set Y=[ y1 , y2 , y3 , ...]. Denote by
X+Y the set of variables [x1 , x2 , ..., y1 , y2 , ...]. Clearly 4(X ) is
isomorphic to 4(Y). Let
4(X, Y )=C[[ pi (X ) pj (Y )]i, j=1, 2, ...]
be the algebra of C-polynomials, symmetric in X and Y. 4(X, Y ) is
isomorphic to 4(X )4(X). For a symmetric function R(X )=
: a: p: (X ), R(XY ) will denote the element of 4(X, Y ) defined by
R(XY )=:
:
a: p: (X ) p: (Y ).
Definition 3.1. The translation operator EY is defined by
EY : 4(X )  4(X, Y )t4(X )4(X )
E YR(X )=R(X+Y ).
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The algebra of symmetric functions becomes a Hopf algebra with
comultiplication EY, the evaluation at zero of = : 4(X )  C as the counit,
and the involution
%( p: (X ))=(&1)
l(: ) p: (X )
as the antipode (see [20]).
Since 4(X) is a Hopf algebra, for a C-algebra A, the vector space of
linear homomorphisms Hom(4(X ), A) is an algebra.
Recall that a directed set (I, ) is a partially ordered set satisfying the
condition that, for every pair i, j # I, there exists an element k # I such that
ki and ji. Consider the discrete topology over the algebras 4(X) and
A. All the homomorphisms Hom(4(X ), A) are continuous, and the dis-
crete topology over A induces a topology over Hom(4(X ), A) described as
follows: A sequence of elements of Hom(4(X ), A), [Mj]j # I converges to
M if for any symmetric function R(X ) there exists some j0 # I depending
on R(X ) such that
(Mj | R(X )) =(M | R(X)) for j j0 .
A series k # K Mk is convergent if the sequence of partial sums SF=
k # F Mk , F ranging over the directed set of finite parts of K, is convergent.
Clearly, a series of the form k=1 Lk is convergent if and only if Lk  0.
Since pn(X+Y)= pn(X )+ pn(Y ), it is easy to check the identity
EYp: (X )= p: (X+Y )= :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + p;9 (X ) p# (Y ). (3)
Moreover, if X1 , X2 , ..., Xk is a sequence of sets of variables, we have the
identity
p: (X1+X2+ } } } +Xk)=: \ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)+ ‘
k
i=1
p: (i)(Xi) (4)
where the sum of the above ranges over the tuples of partitions
(: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)) satisfying ki=1 :
(i)=: and the coefficient ( :: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)) is
defined by
\ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)+=
: !
: (1)! : (2)! } } } : (k)!
. (5)
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Let M and N be two elements of Hom(4(X ), A). By formula (3), the
product M } N is given explicitly by
(M } N | p: ) =(M
XN Y | p: (X+Y ))
= :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (M | p;9 (X ))(N | p# (X )). (6)
Consider now a sequence M1 , M2 , ..., Mk of elements in Hom(4(X), A).
Using formula (4) we get
(M1 } M2 } } } Mk | p: (X )) =: \ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)+ ‘
k
i=1
(Mi | p: (i)(X )) . (7)
Proposition 3.1. Let M be an element of Hom(4(X ), A). If (M | 1) =
0, then Mn  0.
Proof. By Eq. (7), if k>l(: ), then (Mk | p: (X ))=0. K
Proposition 3.2. Let M be an element of Hom(4(X ), A). M is inver-
tible if and only if (M | 1) is invertible in A.
Proof. Since (MM$ | A)=(M | 1)(M$ | 1) for any pair M, M$ in
Hom(4(X ), A), if M is invertible then (M | 1) is invertible. Conversely, if
(M | 1) is invertible we will define M$ in a recursive way. Let (M$ | 1) =
((M | 1) )&1. Assuming that we have defined (M$ | p;9 (X )) for every ;9 <: ,
define
(M$ | p: (X)) =\& :
;9 <:
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (M$ | p;9 (X ))(M | p# (X))+ (M | 1) &1.
It is easy to check that M$ is the left inverse of M. In a similar way we
define the right inverse of M. K
The family of sets of the form
N(M, : )=[L # Hom(4(X ), A) : (L | p;9 (X ))=(M | p;9 (X )) , ;9 : ],
M # Hom(4(X ), A), : # P
is a fundamental set of neighborhoods for the topology defined on
Hom(4(X ), A).
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward from the defini-
tion of product and the proof of the previous proposition.
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Proposition 3.3. Let L1 , L2 , M, and N be arbitrary elements of the
algebra Hom(4(X), A). We have
1. If L1 # N(M, : ) and L2 # N(N, : ), then cL1 # N(cM, : ) for every
c # C, L1+L2 # N(M+N, : ), and L1 } L2 # N(M } N, : ).
2. Assume that M is invertible. If N # N(M, : ), then N is invertible
and N&1 # N(M&1, : ).
From the previous proposition we get that Hom(4(X ), A), with the
topology defined above, is a topological algebra.
The map h : R(X ) [ R(XY ) defines another coproduct on 4(X ). The
inner plethysm is the corresponding product on Hom(4(X ), A), defined by
(L x M | R(X ))=(LXMY | hR(X )) =(LXM Y | R(XY )). (8)
Definition 3.2. As a particular instance of Hom(4(X ), A), 4(X )*, the
linear dual of 4(X) is a topological algebra. Following the terminology in
[45], we call it the Umbral Algebra.
Example 3.1. Let M=[an11 , a
n2
2 , ..., a
nk
k ] be a multiset of complex num-
bers of cardinality n1+n2+ } } } +nk=n. The evaluation = M # 4(X )* is the
linear functional defined by
(= M | R(X))=R(a1 , ..., a1
n1
, a2 , ..., a2
n2
, ..., ak , ..., ak
nk
, 0, 0, ...)=\n(R)(M),
(9)
where \n is the projection of 4(X ) over the algebra 4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) of sym-
metric polynomials in the variables x1 , x2 , ..., xn . By abuse of notation we
write R(M)=(=M | R(X)). Let M1 and M2 be two multisets. For any sym-
metric function R(X ) we have
(=M1 =M2 | R(X )) =R(M1+M2)=(= M1+ M2 | R(X )) ,
where M1+M2 is the disjoint union of the multisets M1 and M2 . Then
=M1 = M2== M1+ M2 .
We define the functional =(&) M by
(=(&) M | p: (X )) =(&1)
l(: ) p: (M)=(= M | %p: (X )).
Since =M is multiplicative, =(&) M is its inverse, = M=(&) M ==<==.
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Proposition 3.4. Let R(X ) and S(X ) be two symmetric functions
satisfying, for every multiset M,
(= M | R(X ))=(=M | S(X )) .
Then R(X )=S(X).
Proof. Since \n(R(M))=\n S(M), for every finite multiset M we have
\n(R(X ))=\n(S(X )), n0. Then, R(X )=S(X). K
For a sequence of elements in the umbral algebra [L: ]: , indexed by
partitions, L:  L means that for every symmetric function R(X ),
(L: | R(X ))=(L | R(X)) for |: | big enough.
The following proposition is easy to prove:
Proposition 3.5. The series : # P L: of functionals is convergent if and
only if L: converges to zero.
Definition 3.3. We define the functional An by the relation
(An | p: (X )) =n$(e n , : ), n>0,
where $ is Kronecker’s. For a partition : , define A;9 =>i A;ii .
Proposition 3.6. We have the biorthogonality relations
(A;9 | p: (X)) =z;9 $(: , ;9 ).
Proof. Assume first that ;9 =ke n for some integers n and k. Applying
Eq. (7) we have
(A;9 | p: (X)) =(A
k
n | p: (X ))=: \ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)+ ‘
k
i=1
n$ (e n , : (i))
=\ :e n , e n , ..., e n+ nk$(ke n , : )=nkk! $(ke n , : )=zke n $(ke n , : ).
For an arbitrary partition ;9 =(;1 , ;2 , ..., ;r , 0, 0, ...) we have
(A;9 | p: (X )) =: \ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (r)+ ‘
r
i=1
(A;ii | p: (i)(X ))
=: \ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (r)+ ‘
r
i=1
$(;iei , : i) z;9 (i)=z;9 $(: , ;9 ). K
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By Proposition 3.6 we have
Proposition 3.7. The sequence of functionals [A: ]: # P converges to
zero.
Proposition 3.8. Let M # 4(X)* be a linear functional. Then we have
the expansion
M= :
: # P
(M | p: (X ))
A:
z:
. (10)
Proof. Since A:  0, the series : # P (M | p: (X )) A
: z: converges to
some functional L. We have the identity
(L | p;9 (X)) =: (M | p: (X))
(A: | p;9 (X ))
z:
=(M | p;9 (X)).
Since the p: ’s form a basis, we obtain the result. K
Associating to each functional M the symmetric series
:
: # P
(M | p: (X ))
p: (X)
z:
,
we get an isomorphism
4(X )*  4((X ))=C[[ p1(X ), p2(X), ...]] (11)
between the umbral algebra and the algebra 4((X)) of symmetric series.
The topology of 4(X )* is in this way transported to 4((X)).
We call the series
IM(X )= :
: # P
(M | p: (X ))
p: (X )
z:
the indicator of M. We frequently write M(X) instead of IM(X ). For a
symmetric series S(X ), S(A) will denote the linear functional whose
indicator is S(X ).
A functional M is called polynomial if (M | p: (X )) =0 for almost every
: , or equivalently, if M(X ) # 4(X ). If M is polynomial and R(X ) is any
symmetric function the evaluation of M in R, (M | R(X )) , coincides with
the Hall inner product (M(X ), R(X ))H .
Consider now the sequence of infinite sets of variables X (1), X (2), ..., X (k).
Since 4(X (1), X (2), ..., X (k)) is isomorphic to the tensor product
4(X (1))4(X (2)) } } } 4(X (k)),
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every functional L # 4(X (1), ..., X (k))* has an expansion of the form
L= :
: (1), ..., : (k)
‘
k
i=1
(L | p: (i)(X
(i))) ‘
k
i=1
(A: (i))X (i)
z: (i)
, (12)
where for a functional N in 4(X )*, NX (i) denotes the image of N by the
injection
4(X )*$4(X (i))*/4(X (1), ..., X (k))*.
Corollary 3.1. We have the expansions
=M = :
: # P
p: (M)
A:
z:
=e(n1 pn( M ) Ann) (13)
=(&) M= :
: # P
(&1) l(: ) p: (M)
A:
z:
=e(&n1 pn( M ) Ann). (14)
Remark. The indicators of = M and =(&) M are, respectively,
I=M(X )= :
n0
hn(XM)=: h(XM).
I=(&) M(X )= :
n0
(&1)n en(XM)
where hn(X ) and en(X ) are the n th complete homogeneous and elementary
symmetric functions, respectively.
In particular, for M=[1] we have
I=[1](X)= :
n0
hn(X )=h(X ). (15)
Corollary 3.2. If R(X ) is a symmetric function, then
R(X )=:
:
(A: | R(X ))
p: (X )
z:
. (16)
Proof. Let us call S(X ) the symmetric function defined by the right
hand side of Eq. (16). By formula (13), for every multiset M, R(M)=
S(M). The result follows from Proposition 3.4. K
Example 3.2 (The Hammond Functionals). For a positive integer n,
we define the Hammond functionals
(= (n)1 | R(X)) =R
(n)(1),
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where R(n)(X ) denotes the component of homogeneous degree n of R.
We have the expansion
= (n)1 = :
: |&n
A:
z:
=hn(A).
4. CLASSIFICATION OF THE ALGEBRA, COALGEBRA,
AND HOPF ALGEBRA MAPS
Let V be an arbitrary linear space, and V* be its linear dual. Using a
procedure analogous to that used to define a topology on 4(X )*, we define
a topology on V*. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let U : V  4(X ) be a linear operator. Then the
adjoint T of U, T : 4(X)*  V* is a continuous linear operator. Conversely,
if T : 4(X )*  V* is a continuous linear operator, then there exists a linear
operator U : V  4(X ) such that T=U*.
Proof. The proof of the first part of the proposition is straightforward.
Assume that T is continuous. Choose a basis [vi]i of V. Since L: =
T(A: )  0, the symmetric function
qi (X )= :
;9 # P
(TA; | vi)
z;9
p;9 (X )
is well defined.
Clearly (TA;9 | vi) =(A;9 | qi (X )) , for every partition : and every index i.
Define the operator
U : V  4(X ), Uvi=qi (X ).
We have
(U*A;9 | vi)=(A;9 | qi (X ))=(TA;9 | vi) , for every : and i.
Since T is continuous, by Proposition 3.8 we have T=U*. K
As an easy consequence of the previous proposition we obtain the
following
Corollary 4.1. A linear operator T : 4(X)*  V* is continuous if and
only if L: =TA
: converges to zero.
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Definition 4.1. A family of functionals [L: ]: # P in 4(X )* is called a
pseudobasis if
1. L:  0 when |: |  
2. Every functional M has an unique expansion of the form
M= :
: # P
a: L: .
For every basis [R: ]: # P of 4(X ), the family of functionals [L: ]: # P
defined by
(L: | R;9 (X ))=$: , ;9
is easily seen to be a pseudobasis. The converse is also true.
Proposition 4.1. Given a pseudobasis [L: ]: # P , there exists a sequence
of symmetric functions [R: (X)]: # P satisfying (L: | R;9 ) =$: , ;9 . Moreover,
we have the expansions
M=:
:
(M | R: (X )) L: , M # 4(X )* (17)
R(X )=:
:
(L: | R(X )) R: (X), R(X ) # 4(X ), (18)
and hence, [R: (X)]: # P is a basis.
Proof. Consider the map T : 4(X )*  4(X)*, TM=: (M | p: (X ))
L: z: . Since TA
: =L:  0, by Corollary 4.1 T is continuous. Since L
: is a
pseudobasis, T is an isomorphism. Define R: (X )=U
&1( p: (X )z: ), where
U is the map satisfying U*=T. It is straightforward to verify that
[R: (X )]: # M is the required pseudobasis. The proof of the expansions is
standard. K
By Proposition 4.1, the adjoint +* of the multiplication + : 4(X, Y ) 
4(X ), the adjoint %* of the antipode % : 4(X )  4(X), the adjoint e* of the
identity e : 4  C, and the adjoint x of h : 4(X )  4(X, Y ), h(R(X ))=
R(XY ), are continuous maps:
+*: 4(X )*  4(X, Y)*
%*: 4(X )*  4(X )*
e*: C  4(X )*
h : 4(X )*  4(X, Y)*.
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+*, %* and e* are explicitly defined by
+*A: = :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (A;9 )X (A# )Y
%*A: =(&1) l(: ) A:
e*A: =(A: | 1) .
Consider the discrete topology on C. The topological bidual 4(X )** is a
topological algebra with the product
(L1 } L2 | A: ) = :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (L1 | A;9 )(L2 | A# )
and identity e*. By Proposition 4.1 the map 4(X )**  4(X ), L [
: (L | A
: ) p: (X)z: defines an algebra isomorphism.
Definition 4.2. Let T be a continuous operator T : 4(X )*  4(X )*.
T is called a +*-map if it commutes with e* and
+*T=TX TY +*,
where TXTY is the continuous operator of 4(X, Y )* uniquely defined by
TX TY ((A: )X (A;9 )Y)=T(A: ) T(A;9 ).
Proposition 4.2. Let U : 4(X )  4(X ) be a linear operator, and T=U*
be its adjoint. Then we have
1. U is a coalgebra map if and only if T is a continuous algebra map.
2. U is an algebra map if and only if T is a +*-map.
3. U is a Hopf algebra map if and only if T is simultaneously a +*-map
and an algebra map.
Definition 4.3. A sequence of symmetric functions [q: ]: # P is of bino-
mial type if
1. q09 (X )=1 and q: (0)=0, : {09 .
2. For every : # P,
EYq: (X )=q: (X+Y )= :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + q;9 (X ) q# (Y ).
A basic sequence of binomial type is called a binomial basis.
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Analogously, a sequence of functionals [L: ]: # P is of binomial type if
1. L:  0 and (L09 | 1)=1.
2. For every : # P,
+*L: = :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (L;9 )X (L# )Y.
Definition 4.4. An admissible system of linear functionals is a
sequence L9 =(L1 , L2 , L3 , ...) of functionals satisfying
1. (Lk | 1)=0 for k=1, 2, ....
2. Lk  0, k  .
Proposition 4.3. A system L9 is admissible if and only if L;9 =
>i L;ii  0.
Proof. Assume that L;9  0. Then clearly
lim
k  
Lk=0
and
lim
j  
L ji =0, for i=1, 2, ....
Since (L ji | 1) =(Li | 1)
j we obtain that (Li | 1)=0.
Assume now that L9 is admissible. By an expansion argument, we have
only to prove that for every partition : , (L;9 | p: (X))  0. Assuming that
l=l(;9 )>l(: ), for any sequence of partitions (: (1), : (2), ..., : (l )), adding up
to : , at least one of them is equal to zero. Let ({1{2 } } } {l) be the
partition ;9 in standard notation. Since (L{i | 1) =0 for i=1, 2, ..., l, by
formula (7) we obtain that (L;9 | p: (X ))=(L{1 L{2 } } } L{l | p: (X))=0.
We can assume now that l(;9 )l(: ). Since Lk  0 there exists an integer
k0 for which we have (Lk | p# (X ))=0, kk0 , and #i:i (i=1, ..., l(: )).
If |;9 |l(: ) k0 , since l(;9 )l(: ) there exists at least one part of ;9 which
is greater than k0 . Using formula (7) we obtain the result. K
Proposition 4.4. Let T : 4(X )*  4(X )* be a linear map. Then T is a
continuous algebra map if and only if the system L9 , Li=TAi , is admissible
and TA: =K : =>i L:ii for every : # P.
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Proof. By Proposition 4.3 if L9 is admissible L:  0, and by
Corollary 4.1 T is continuous. Since TA: A;9 =TA: +;9 =L: +;9 =L: L;9 =
TA: TA;9 , by an expansion argument, and because T is continuous, T is an
algebra map. Conversely if T is a continuous algebra map, L:  0. By
Proposition 4.3, L9 is admissible. K
Proposition 4.5. Let U : 4(X )  4(X ) be a linear map. U is a
coalgebra map if and only if the sequence of symmetric functions q: (X )=
Up: (X ) is of binomial type.
Proof. If q: (X) is of binomial type, using an expansion argument is
easy to prove that U is a coalgebra map. If U is a coalgebra map we have
q: (0)=(= | Up: (X )) =(= | p: (X )) = p: (0).
Since p: (X ) satisfies the binomial identity, obviously q: (X) also satisfies it.
It remains to show that q09 (X )=1. By Proposition 4.2 the adjoint U* of U
is a continuous algebra map, and then the system L9 =(U*A1 , U*A2 , ...) is
admissible. For any partition ;9 we have
(A;9 | q09 (X )) =(A
;9 | U1) =(U*A;9 | 1) =(L;9 | 1).
Since L9 is admissible (L;9 | 1)=$(;9 , 09 ). By the Corollary 3.2 we get the
result. K
Corollary 4.2. If L9 is an admissible system, then the sequence of sym-
metric functions
q: (X )=:
;9
(L;9 | p: (X ))
p;9 (X )
z;9
(19)
is of binomial type.
In conclusion, for each coalgebra map U there exists a unique sequence
q: (X )=Up: (X ) of symmetric functions of binomial type, and a unique
admissible system satisfying L9 =U*A9 . The binomial sequence q: (X ) and
the map U=U L9 are respectively called the conjugate sequence and the con-
jugate coalgebra map of L9 . For any symmetric function R(X) we have
UL9 R(X )=R(q(X)), where R(q(x)) is the symmetric function obtained by
substituting p: (X) by q: (X ) in the expansion of R(X) in terms of the p: ’s.
The following propositions are the dual versions of Propositions 4.4 and
4.5, respectively.
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Proposition 4.6. A linear map U : 4(X )  4(X) is an algebra map if
and only if the sequence of symmetric functions q: (X )=Up: (X ) is multi-
plicative, i.e.,
q: (X )=‘
n
qe n(X )
:n, : # P.
Proposition 4.7. Let T : 4(X )*  4(X )* be a linear map. Then T is a
+*-map if and only if the sequence of functionals L: =TA
: is of binomial
type.
We have the dual form of Corollary 4.2.
Corollary 4.3. If q: (X ) is a multiplicative sequence of symmetric func-
tions, then the sequence of functionals defined by
L;9 =:
:
(A;9 | q: (X ))
A:
z:
is of binomial type.
Using the fact that An satisfies the identity +*An=(An)X+(An)Y, the
two previous propositions combine into
Proposition 4.8. Let U and T be an adjoint pair. Then T is simul-
taneously an algebra and a +*-map (equivalently, U is a Hopf algebra map),
if and only if L: =TA
: is of the form L: =>i L
:i
i , L9 being an admissible
system, and each Lk satisfies the identity
+*Lk=(Lk)X+(Lk)Y. (20)
U is a Hopf-algebra map (equivalently, T is simultaneously an algebra and
a +*-map) if and only if the polynomials q: (X )=Up: (X ) are multiplicative
and every qe n(X ) is a primitive element of 4(X), i.e.,
qe n(X+Y )=qe n(X)+qe n(Y ).
4.1. Frobenius and Verschiebung Operators
For a positive integer n, let Fn be the continuous algebra map on 4(X )*
defined by FnAk=Ank (k=1, 2, ...). Since each Lk=Ank satisfies Eq. (20),
Fn is a +*-map. We have
Fn A: =A:
[n]
,
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where
: [n]=(0, 0, ..., :1
n
, 0, ..., :2
n
, 0, ..., :3
n
, ...).
The Verschiebung operator Vn=U(An , A2n , ...) is the linear operator on 4(X ),
satisfying Vn*=Fn . Vn is a Hopf algebra map.
The Frobenius operator on 4(X) is defined by
Fn p: (X )= p: [n](X )=‘
k
pnk(X ):k.
The Verschiebung operator Vn , acting over the umbral algebra, is
defined as the adjoint of the Frobenius operator over 4(X).
Since Fn pk(X )= pnk(X ) is a primitive element of 4(X), Fn is a Hopf
algebra map. Fn is the Adam’s operator in the usual *-ring structure of
4(X ). We prefer the previous notation because of its significance in the
theory of Witt vectors (see [39]).
Proposition 4.9. The action of the operator Vn over the symmetric
power functions is given by the formula
Vnp: (X )={n
l(: ) p{ (X )
0
if : is of the form : ={ [n]
otherwise.
(21)
Proof. It is easy to check that z{ [n]=n
l({ )z{ . Then we have
(Fn A{ | p: (X )) =(A
{ [n] | p: (X )) =n
l({ )z{ $({
[n], : )
=nl(: )z{ $({
[n], : )=(A{ | Vn p: (X)). K
Definition 4.5. A coalgebra operator U L9 that commutes with the
Verschiebung operator Vn , for every n, is called a plethystic coalgebra
operator. The conjugate sequence of L9 , q: (X )=U L9 p: (X ), is called a
sequence of plethystic type.
We easily prove the proposition:
Proposition 4.10. Let q: (X ) be the conjugate sequence of the
admissible system L9 . The following statements are equivalent.
1. [q: (X )]: # P is of plethystic type.
2. Vnq: (X )={n
l(: )q: (X)
0
if : is of the form : ={[n]
otherwise.
3. Ln=Fn L1 , n=1, 2, 3, ....
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Proposition 4.11. We have the identities
1. Fn =a==r(n
2. Vn=a==an
3. Fn = (m)a ==
(mn)
r(
4. Fn Vn =a==a(n
5. VnFn =a==[a, ..., a]
n
6. Fn Vn = (m)a ==
(m)
a(n
7. Fn =1==(n
8. Fn = (m)1 ==
(mn)
(n
where r(n is the set of the nth complex roots of a, r is any nth root of a,
and (n=[1, @, @2, ..., @n&1], @ being any primitive nth root of the unity.
Proof. Let us prove the first identity. Since for every symmetric function
R(X ),
(Fn =a | R(X ))=(=a | Vn R(X )) ,
and because Fn and Vn are both algebra maps, it is enough to prove that
for every m
pm(r(n)=Vn pm(a). (22)
The left-hand side of Eq. (22) is equal to
pm(r, r@, ..., r@n&1)=rm :
n&1
k=0
(@k)m={
amnn if n | m
rm
1&(@m)n
1&@m
=0 otherwise
By Proposition 4.9 we easily check that this is equal to Vn pm(a).
The proof of the rest of the identities is similar. K
Corollary 4.4. For any multiset M,
1. Fn =M ==M1n
2. Vn=M ==Mn
3. Fn = (m)M ==
(mn)
M1n
4. VnFn =M ==(nM
5. VnFn = (m)M ==
(m)
(nM ,
where M1n(Mn) is the multiset whose elements are the nth complex roots
( powers) of each of the elements of M (multiplicities counted ).
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Proof. The first, second, and fourth identities follow directly from the
fact that =M =>a # M =a .
It is easy to see that if M=M1+M2 , then
=(m)M = :
m
k=0
= (m&k)M1 =
(k)
M2 .
Since Fn and Vn are algebra maps, by induction on the cardinal of M the
third and fifth identities follow. K
Corollary 4.5. For any symmetric function R(X) we have
FnVn R(X )=R(X(n).
Proof. For any multiset M,
R((nM)=(Fn Vn =M | R(X )) =(= M | Fn Vn R(X )) =(Fn VnR)(M).
By Proposition 3.4 the result follows. K
Proposition 4.12. The action of the Verschiebung operator over the
homogeneous and elementary symmetric functions is given by the formulas
Fnhm(X )=hmn(X ) (23)
Vnem(X )={emn(X )&emn(X)
if mn$m (module 2)
otherwise,
(24)
where hmn(X) and emn(X ) are defined to be zero if n does not divide m.
Proof. Using the expansion of hm(X ) in terms of the p: ’s, if n divides
m we have
Vnhm(X )= :
: |&m
Vn
p: (X )
z:
= :
{ |&mn
nl({ )
p{ (X)
z{ [n]
= :
{ |&mn
p{ (X )
z{
=hmn(X ).
Clearly, if n does not divide m, Vnhm(X )=0. In an analogous way we
prove identity (24). K
In [28] an algorithm to express Vn S*+ as a product of skew Schur func-
tions is given. See also [7, 47].
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5. SUBSTITUTION OF ADMISSIBLE SYSTEMS, COMPOSITION
OF COALGEBRA MAPS, AND PLETHYSM
Definition 5.1 (Substitution of Admissible Systems and Plethysm). Let
L be a functional and M9 an admissible system. We define the substitution
L(M9 ) as the functional obtained by substituting A: by M : in the expansion
of L, i.e.,
L(M9 )= :
: # P
(L | p: (X ))
M :
z:
.
Let
f (X )= :
: # P
a:
p: (X)
z:
by the indicator of L and Gi (X) be the indicator of Mi (i=1, 2, ...).
Observe that the indicator of L(M9 ) is the symmetric series F(G9 ) defined by
F(G9 )(X )= :
: # P
a:
G: (X )
z:
,
where G: =>i Gi(X ):i. When M9 is of the form
M9 =(M, F2M, F3M, ...),
M being any functional satisfying (M | 1) =0, we denote the substitution
L(M9 ) by L[M]. In this case the indicator of L[M] is the classical
Littlewood plethysm F[G](X) of the symmetric series F(X ) with G(X )=
G1(X ).
Let L be a multivariated functional L # 4(X)* with expansion
L= :
: (1), ..., : (k)
a: (1), : (2), ..., : (k) ‘
k
i=1
(A: (i))Xi
z: (i)
. (25)
Definition (5.1) generalizes in an obvious way to allow the substitution
L(M9 (1), M9 (2), ..., M9 (k)) of a sequence of admissible systems (M9 (1), ..., M9 (k))
into the multivariate functional L.
Theorem 5.1. Let L9 be an admissible system. Then
exp { :n1
(Ln)X (An)Y
n == :: # P
(A: )X (q: (A))
Y
z:
. (26)
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Proof. By formula (15) the left-hand side of Eq. (26) is the substitution
of the admissible system (L9 X, A9 Y) into the bivariate functional
h=1(A9 X, A9 Y). For any pair of partitions ;9 and # ,
(h=1(L9 X, A9 Y) | p;9 (X ) p# (Y ))=(h=1 | U L9 p;9 (X ) p# (Y ))
=(h=1 | q;9 (X ) p# (Y ))
=(=1 | q;9 (X ) x p# (X ))=(q;9 (A) | p# (X))
= :: # P
(A: )X (q: (A))
Y
z: } p;9 (X ) p# (Y ) . K
Denote by Ln(X) the indicator of the functional Ln . Taking indicators in
both sides of Eq. (26) we obtain
Corollary 5.1 (The Exponential Formula). Let L9 and q: (X) as
above, then
exp { :n1
Ln(X) pn(Y )
n == :: # P
p: (X ) q: (Y )
z:
. (27)
Corollary 5.2. If L9 and q: (X ) are as above, we have the identity
:
: # P
S*(L9 )(X ) S*(Y )= :
: # P
S*(X ) S*(q)(Y ). (28)
Proof. From the Cauchy identity we have
:
* # P
S*(X ) S*(Y )=exp { :n1
pn(X ) pn(Y )
n == :: # P
p: (X ) p: (Y )
z:
. (29)
Then, the left-hand side of Eq. (27) is equal to the left-hand side of
Eq. (28), and the right-hand side of Eq. (27) is equal to the right-hand side
of Eq. (28). K
Applying identity (28) with L9 =(An , A2n , A3n , ...), we obtain the equa-
tion
:
* # P
S*[ pn](X) S*(Y)= :
* # P
S*(X ) VnS*(Y). (30)
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Proposition 5.1. Let L9 and M9 be two admissible systems. Let U L9 and
UM9 be the respective conjugate coalgebra maps. Then the system L9 (M9 )=
(L1(M9 ), L2(M9 ), ...) is admissible and U L9 U M9 =U L9 (M9 ) .
Proof. Let T1=(U L9 )* and T2=(U M9 )*. We have
(U L9 U M9 )*=(U M9 )* (U L9 )*=T2T1 .
Since T2T1 is continuous, and T2T1An=T2(Ln)=Ln(M9 ), by Proposi-
tion 4.4 the system L9 (M9 ) is admissible and clearly U L9 U M9 =U L9 (M9 ) . K
Corollary 5.3. Let [r: (X )] and [q: ] be the conjugate sequences of L9
and M9 respectively. Then the sequence [q: (r)(X )] is of binomial type and is
the conjugate sequence of L9 (M9 ).
Proof.
U L9 (M9 ) p: (X )=U L9 q: (X)=q: (r)(X ). K
Remark. The admissible systems with the operation of substitution
form a semigroup with identity A9 =(A1 , A2 , ...). Then, from Proposi-
tion 5.1 the correspondence L9 [ U L9 establishes an isomorphism between
the semigroup of admissible systems and the semigroup of coalgebra maps
of 4(X).
5.1. Umbral Operators and Delta-Systems
Definition 5.2. An umbral operator is an invertible coalgebra operator
on 4(X ). An admissible system L9 is called a delta-system if it is invertible
with respect to the operation of substitution.
Theorem 5.2. The coalgebra map U L9 is an umbral map if and only if L9
is a delta system. Furthermore, the inverse of U L9 is also an umbral map with
(U L9 )
&1=U L9 (&1) ,
where L9 (&1) is the substitutional inverse of L9 .
Proof. Assume that L9 is a delta system. By Proposition 5.1 it is
straightforward to verify that U L9 ( &1) =(U L9 )
&1.
Assume now that UL9 is an umbral map. Let q: (X ) be the conjugate
binomial sequence of L9 . Since [q: (X )]: # M is a binomial basis we can
define an admissible system M9 =(M1 , M2 , ...) by the relations
(Mn | q: (X)) =n$(: , e n), for all n. (31)
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Then we have
(Mn(L9 ) | p: (X ))=n$(: , e n), for all n,
which is equivalent to saying that M9 (L9 )=A9 . By Proposition 5.1 U M9 is the
right inverse of U L9 . Since U L9 is invertible, U M9 is also the left inverse of U L9
and we have L9 (M9 )=A9 . K
A binomial basis [q: ]: # P satisfying the relations (31) is called the bino-
mial basis associated to the delta system M9 . The binomial basis r: (X )
associated to the delta system L9 =M9 ( &1) is called the umbral inverse
sequence of q: (X). It is easy to verify that
r: (q)(W)=q: (r)(X )= p: (X ).
Using a procedure similar to that used to prove Proposition 3.6 we
obtain
Proposition 5.2. The sequence of binomial type [q: (X )]: # P is the
associated sequence of the delta system M9 if and only if
(M9 ;9 | q: (X))=z: $(: , ;9 ). (32)
From the biorthogonality relations (32) we easily obtain the following
proposition and corollaries.
Proposition 5.3. Let N be a linear functional. If M9 is a delta system
With associated sequence q: (X ), we have the expansion
N= :
: # M
(N | q: (X ))
M9 :
z:
. (33)
Remark. Proposition 5.3 is still valid if we assume that N is an
arbitrary element of the topological algebra Hom(4(X ), A). An expression
of the form aL, a # A, and L # 4(X ), is interpreted as the element of
Hom(4(X ), A) that maps a symmetric function R(X) to (L | R(X )) a.
Corollary 5.4. We have the expansion
=M = :
: # M
q: (M)
M9 :
z:
. (34)
From the previous corollary, and using Proposition 3.4, we obtain the
following formula:
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Corollary 5.5. For any pair of finite or infinite alphabets, X and Y, we
have
:
: # P
q: (X )
M9 : (Y )
z:
=h(XY )= ‘
y # Y
x # X
1
1&xy
. (35)
Corollary 5.6 (Taylor Expansion). If R(X ) is a symmetric function,
then
R(X )= :
: # P
(M9 : | R(X ))
q: (X )
z:
. (36)
5.2. Examples of Binomial Basis
Example 5.1 (Monomial Symmetric Functions). Consider the
monomial symmetric functions m: (X ). We have the identity (see [20])
m: (X+Y)= :
;9 +# =:
m;9 (X) m# (Y ). (37)
Then the families of symmetric functions
m~ : (X )=z: m: (X )
m^: (X )=: ! m: (X )
are binomial bases.
Consider the admissible systems
H9 =(= (1)1 , =
(2)
1 , =
(3)
1 , ...)=(h1(A), h2(A), h3(A), ...) (38)
K9 =(= (1)1 , 2=
(2)
1 , 3=
(3)
1 , ...). (39)
We easily obtain
= (n)1 m~ : (X )=$( |: |, n) m~ : (1)=n$(: , e n) (40)
n= (n)1 m^: (X )=n$( |: |, n) m^: (1)=n$(: , e n). (41)
Then by Proposition 5.2 m~ : (X ) and m^: (X ) are the associated sequences
of H9 and K9 , respectively.
The umbral inverse of m~ : (X ) is the binomial family
n~ : (X )= :
: # P
.*:
p*(X )
z*
, (42)
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the coefficients .*: given by
.*: =(H9 * | p: (X ))
=‘i H*i | p: (X )
= :
: (1)+: (2)+ } } } +: (k)=: \
:
: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)+ ‘i (=
(*i)
1 | p: (i)(X))
= :
i=1, 2, ..., k
|: (i)| =*i
\ :: (1), : (2), ..., : (k)+ . (43)
Example 5.2 (The Forgotten Symmetric Functions). The classical
involution defined by |p: (X )=sig(: ) p: (X ), sig(: )=(&1)
 (i&1) : i , is an
umbral map. It is easy to see that |*An=(&1)n&1 An . Then | is a Hopf
algebra map. Define the delta system E9 =|H9 . Then
En=|Hn= :
: # P
=sig(: )
A:
z:
=e n(A),
where en(X ) is the elementary symmetric function. The associated binomial
sequence of E9 is
f : (X )=|m~ : (X ).
We have f : (X )=z: f : (X ), f : (X) being the so-called ‘‘forgotten sym-
metric functions’’, studied by Doubilet (see [13]).
Example 5.3 (The Plethystic Exponential Polynomials and Their
Umbral Inverse). The plethystic forward difference system is the delta
system
G9 =(=1&=, F2(=1&=), F3(=1&=), ...)=(=(1&=, =(2&=, =(3&=, ...). (44)
For a partition ;9 , the functional G9 ;9 has the expansion
G9 ;9 =‘
i
(=(i&=)
;i= :
{ +# =;9 \
;9
{ , # + (&1) l(# ) ‘i =( i[{i] , (45)
where ([{i]i is the multiset
([{i]i =[1, 1, ..., 1
ri
, @, @, ..., @
ri
, @2, @2, ..., @2
ri
, ..., @(i&1), @(i&1), ..., @(i&1)
ri
]. (46)
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Defining the multiset ({ as the disjoint union
({ =:
i
([{i]i ,
we obtain
G9 ;9 = :
{ +# =: \
;9
{ , # + (&1) l({ ) =({ . (47)
In order to find the conjugate sequence of G9 , we have to complete
(=({ | p: (X )) .
pn(({ )=:
i
pn(([{i]i )=:
i
{ipn((i)= :
d | n
d{d ,
(=({ | p: (X)) =‘
n
( pn(({ ))
:n=‘
n \:d | n d{d+
:n
Then the conjugate family of G9 are the plethystic exponential polyno-
mials ,: (X ) introduces in [36],
,: (X )=:
;9
z;9 S(: , ;9 )
p;9 (X )
z;9
, (48)
where S(: , ;9 ) is the plethystic number of the second kind, given by the
formula
z;9 S(: , ;9 )=(G9
;9 | p: (X )) = :
{ +# =;9 \
;9
{ , # + (&1) l(# ) ‘n \:d | n d{d +
:n
.
From the exponential formula we obtain the following generating
function:
:
: # P
p: (X ) ,: (Y )
z:
=exp { :n0
Fn(h(X )&1) pn(Y)
n = .
The umbral inverse of [,: (X )]: is the family [: (X)]: (associated to the
system G9 )
: (X)=:
;9
s(: , ;9 )
p;9 (X )
z;9
,
where s(: , ;9 ) is the plethystic Stirling number of the first kind (see [36],
and [41]).
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The family [,: (X )]: is the conjugate sequence of the system G9
( &1),
G9 (&1)n =log ‘
k1
(=+Ank)+(k)k,
where + is the classical Mo bius function.
By Proposition 5.3 every functional N has the expansion
N=:
:
(N | : (X ))
G9 :
z:
.
By the Taylor formula, every symmetric function R has an expansion of
the form
R(X)=:
: \ :;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (&1) l(# ) R((;9 )+
: (X )
z:
. (49)
Equation (49) can be rewritten as
R(X)=h&1()(X ) :
;9
R((;9 )
;9 (X)
z;9
, (50)
where h&1(X)=exp(&n ( pn(X )n) is the multiplicative inverse of h(X ).
Applying the umbral operator U G9 to both sides of (50) we get
R(, )=exp \&:n
pn(X )
n + :;9 R((;9 )
p;9 (X )
z;9
.
In particular, for R(X )= p: (X ) we obtain the plethystic version of the
classical Dobinski identity
,: (X )=exp \&:n
pn(X)
n + :;9 ‘n \:d | n d;d+
:n p;9 (X )
z;9
.
Example 5.4 (A Variation on the Exponential Plethystic Polyno-
mials). For a multiset M define the functional =M , (n) by
(=M , (n) | p;9 :(X)) ={ p: (M)0
if : is of the form : =ke n
otherwise.
(51)
For two multisets M1 , M2 , we have the formula =M1 , (n)= M2 , (n)=
=M1+ M2 , (n) .
Consider the admissible system
G9 =(=1, (1)&=, =1, (2)&=, =1, (3)&=, ...).
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Since =1, (n) has the expansion
=1, (n)=eAnn,
G9 is a delta system with inverse
G9 (&1)n =n log(An+1).
Clearly
G9 ;9 = :
{ +# =;9 \
;9
{ , # + (&1) l(# ) ‘i =
{i
1, (i)= :
{ +# =;9 \
;9
{ , # + (&1) l(# ) ‘i =1{i, (i) .
Then, the conjugate sequence of G9 is the polynomials , : (X ),
, : (X )=:
;9
S (: , ;9 ) p;9 (X ),
S (: , ;9 )= :
{ +# =;9 \
;9
{ , # + (&1) l(# ) ‘i ({i)
:i
==‘
i \ :
;i
{i=0
\;i{i+ (&1)(l(#i) ({i):i+=‘i S (:i , ;i), (52)
the coefficients S (m, n) being the ordinary Stirling numbers of the second
kind.
It is easy to check that the polynomials
 : (X)=‘
n
n:n( pn(X )):n ,
where
( pn(X)):n= ‘
:n&1
k=0
( pn(X )&k),
are the associated sequence of G9 .
For any functional N and any symmetric function R(X ) we have the
expansions
N=:
:
(N |  : (X))
>i (=1, (i)&=)
:i
z:
R(X )=:
: \ :;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (&1) l(# ) R(;9 )+
>n n
:n( pn(X )):n
z:
, (53)
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where R(;9 ) represents the number obtained by replacing each p: (X ) in the
expansion of R(X ) by the number >n ;:nn . As before, we have
R(, )=exp \&:n
pn(X )
n + :;9 R(;9 )
 ;9 (X )
z:
and
, : (X )=exp \&:n
pn(X)
n + :;9 ‘i ;
:i
i
p;9 (X )
z:
.
Example 5.5 (Plethystic Morphisms and Necklace Polynomials). Con-
sider the admissible system M9 .
Mn=n :
k1
Ank
k
.
Since +*Mn=M Xn +M
Y
n , U M9 is a Hopf algebra operator. Then,
mor: (X )=U M9 p: (X ), the conjugate sequence of M9 , is multiplicative.
We have
morn=:
k
(Mk | pn(X ))
pk(X )
k
= :
d | n
dpd (X)
mor: =‘
n \:d | n dpd (X )+
:n
.
We can easily check that the inverse system of M9 is L9 ,
Lk=:
n
+(n)
n2k
Ank .
The associated sequence of M9 is the necklace polynomials
nec: (X )=‘
n \
1
n
:
d | n
+(nd ) pd (x)+
:n
.
The exponential formula in Corollary 5.5. becomes in this case the following
version of the cyclotomic identity:
h(XY )=exp \ :n1
Ln(Y ) necn(X )
n += ‘n1 exp {\ :k1
pnk(Y )
k + necn(X )=
= ‘
n1
‘
i1 \
1
1& yni +
necn(X )
. (54)
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Substituting the system M9 into G9 , we obtain
G n(M9 )=eMnn&==exp \ :k1
Ank
k +&==Gn .
By Proposition 5.1 and its corollary we obtain
,: (X )=mor: (, )(X).
Then we have the identity (in umbral notation),
,: =‘
n \:d | n d , d+
:n
.
Taking umbral inverses, we obtain
: (X)=‘
n
n:n \1n :d | n +(nd ) pd (X )+:n. (55)
Example 5.6 (Witt Polynomials). Define the Witt system W9 as the
inverse of the delta system (d | n Andd )

n=1 . The indicators Wn(X ) are the
symmetric functions introduced in [43]. The Witt sequence [|: (X )]: is
defined as the binomial basis associated to W9 ( &1)=(d | n Andd )

n=1.
6. SHIFT-INVARIANT OPERATORS
Using an procedure analogous to that used to define a topology on
4(X )*, we define a topology on the algebra of all linear operators on 4(X ).
For every linear functional L # 4(X )* we define the continuous operator
m*L : 4(X)*  4(X )*
m*L(N) :=LN, N # 4(X )*.
Then, m*L is the adjoint of some operator mL : 4(X )  4(X ).
Proposition 6.1. The operator mL is explicitly given by
mLR(X )=(LY | R(X+Y )) , R(X ) # 4(X).
Proof. For every multiset M,
mLR(M)=(= M | mLR(X)) =(L=M | R(X ))=(=XML
Y | R(X+Y ))
=(LY | R(M+Y )).
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By Proposition 3.4, we obtain the result. K
The operator E M :=m=M is explicitly defined by
E MR(X )=R(X+M).
For M=a, E aR(X )=R(X+a). For M=<, =<==, then m= E <=I.
E M is called a translation operator.
The action of the operator E M , (k)=m= M(k) is given by
E M , (k)p: (X )= :
|;9 |=k \
:
;9 , # + p;9 (M) p# (X ).
For a partition *=*1*2*3 , ..., define E1, (*)=>i E 1(*i)=m>i =1(*i) . By
Eq. (43),
E1, (*)p: (X)= :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + .*; p# (X ). (56)
The operator Dn :=mAn is the derivation Dn=npn , where pn is the par-
tial derivative with respect to the symmetric function pn(X).
Definition 6.1. A linear operator T : 4(X )  4(X ) is called shift
invariant if it commutes with all the translation operators of the form Ea,
a # C.
Since E M=>a # M Ea, any shift-invariant operator also commutes with
all the translations of the form E M. By a standard argument we obtain
Proposition 6.2. The operator T is shift-invariant if and only if
EYT=TEY.
A sequence of shift invariant operators Tj , j # I, is said to be convergent
to a shift invariant operator T, if for every symmetric function R(X ) there
exists j0 such that TjR(X )=TR(X ) for j j0 . The shift invariant operators
form a topological algebra that we denote by 7.
Proposition 6.3. The map _ : L [ mL is a bicontinuous algebra
isomorphism between the umbral algebra 4(X )* and the topological algebra
7 of shift-invariant operators on 4(X ).
Proof. It is easy to prove that _ is one-to-one. By Proposition 6.1 we
obtain that _ is an algebra map.
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Assume that Nj , j # I, is a sequence of linear functionals converging to zero.
Given a partition : , choose j0 # I such that j>j0 then Nj # N(0, : ). Then
_(Nj) p: (X )= :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (Nj | p;9 (X )) p# (X)=0, j> j0 .
Given an operator T # 7, _&1T is the linear functional R(X) [
(= | TR(X ))=TR(<). Clearly if Tj , j # I, is a sequence of operators
converging to zero, then (= | TjR(X )) =0 for j big enough. K
For any functional L # 4(X)* we denote the operator _(L) by L(D), that
is, by identifying the functional L with its A9 -indicator.
Every continuous operator T : 7  7 is of the form T=_P_&1, for some
continuous operator P : 4(X )*  4(X )*. We will denote T by P .
Definition 6.2. An admissible system (respectively, a delta-system) of
operators is a collection of operators of the form (Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , ...)=
(M1(D), M2(D), M3(D), ...), where (M1 , M2 , M3 , ...) is an admissible
(respectively, a delta system) of functionals. The conjugate sequence of an
admissible system of operators Q9 =M9 (D) is the conjugate sequence of the
respective admissible system of functionals M9 . The associate sequence of a
delta system of operators Q9 =M9 (D) is the associated sequence of the
respective delta system of linear functionals M9 .
We omit the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 6.4. The binomial basis q: (X ) is the associated basis of the
delta system of operators Q9 if and only if
Qn q: (X )=n:nq: &e n(X ).
Proposition 5.3 and Corollaries 5.4 and 5.6 lead to the following proposi-
tion and corollaries.
Proposition 6.5. Let Q9 be a delta system of operators with associated
sequence [q: (X )]: , and T be a shift-invariant operator. Then
T=:
:
(= | Tq: (X ))
z:
Q9 : .
Corollary 6.1. For any multiset M of complex numbers, we have the
expansion
E M= :
: # P
q: (M)
z:
Q9 : .
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Corollary 6.2 (Taylor Expansion). If R is any symmetric function,
then
R(X+Y )= :
: # P
Q9 : R(X )
q: (Y )
z:
.
6.1. Sheffer Families
Let [q: (X)]: # P be a binomial basis as above. A Sheffer family relative
to [q: (X )]: # P is any family of polynomials of the form
g: (X)=m*(N) q: (X )=N(D) q: (X ),
where N is any invertible functional. A Sheffer family relative to p: (X ) is
called an Appel family. Clearly any Sheffer family [ g: ]: relative to
[q: (X )]: # P satisfies the properties
1. g: (X+Y )=# +;9 =: (
:
;9 , # ) g;9 (X ) q# (Y)
2. Qng: (X )= g: &e n(X )
3. (N&1Mn | g: (X)) =$e n , : .
We have the following expansions:
Proposition 6.6. Let Q9 be a delta system of operators with associated
sequence [q: (X )]: , and let T be a shift-invariant operator. Then
T=:
:
(= | Tg: (X ))
z:
N&1(D) Q9 : .
Corollary 6.3. For any multiset M of complex numbers, we have the
expansion
E M= :
: # P
g: (M)
z:
N&1(D) Q9 : .
Corollary 6.4 (Taylor Expansion). If R is any symmetric function,
then
R(X+Y )= :
: # P
N&1(D) Q9 : R(X )
g: (Y )
z:
.
Example 6.1. Let N be the invertible functional (n=1 Ann)(=1&=).
The Bernoulli family is the Appel family
B: (X )=N(D) p: (X )=
n=1 Dnn
E 1&I
p: (X ).
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Example 6.2. The Euler family is the Appel family corresponding to
the functional 2(=1+=),
e: (X )=
2
E 1+I
p: .
7. HAMMOND DERIVATIVES AND UMBRAL SHIFTS
In this section we generalize to an infinite number of variables the theory
of the duality between umbral shifts and derivations developed in [45] for
one variable and in [44] for a finite number of variables. We obtain two
recursive formulas for families of binomial type. The second recursive
formula involves the inverse of an infinite matrix (the jacobian matrix of
the associated delta system). We prove a third formula for the particular
case when the delta system is diagonal. This formula involves the inverse
of a finite sub-matrix of the jacobian matrix.
Definition 7.1. Consider a delta system M9 . The Hammond derivative
$Mn is the unique continuous derivation of the umbral algebra satisfying
$Mn Mm=n$(m, n).
Clearly, $Mn=nMn . The Hammond derivative $An is denoted by $n . We
denote by
$ Qn=$ Mn(D)=_$Mn _
&1
the operator on 7 corresponding to $Mn .
Let [q: (X )]: be the associated sequence of M9 . The umbral shift
Mn : 4(X )  4(X) is defined by
Mn q: (X)=q: +e n(X ).
The symbol M9 denotes the vector of umbral shifts (M1 , M2 , M3 , ...). It is
trivial to check that *Mn=$Mn . We denote by n the umbral shift An .
Consider the delta system of operators Q9 =M9 (D). It is easy to check the
identity
$ Qn T=T
e n
M9 &
e n
M9 T. (57)
For a functional L, $M9 L denotes the column vector
$M9 L=($M1 L, $M2 L, $M3L, ...)
t.
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For an admissible system L9 define the infinite matrix $M9 L9 by
$M9 L9 =
$M1 L1
$M1 L2
2
$M1 L3
3
} } }
=\$Mi Ljj +

i, j=1
. (58)
$M2 L1
$M2 L2
2
$M2 L3
3
} } }
$M3 L1
$M3 L2
2
$M3 L3
3
} } }
} } } } } }
} } } } } }
} } } } } }
Since $Mn is continuous, limj   $Mn Lj=0 for every n. We call $A9 L9 the
jacobian matrix of L9 .
It is easy to verify that for every sequence of functionals [Ni]i=1 ,
limj   ($Mn Lj) Nj is also zero. Then the series
:

j=1
$Mi Lj
j
} Nj
is convergent, and the product
($M9 L9 )(N1 , N2 , N3 , ...)
t
is well defined.
In a similar way we define $ Q9 P9 , Q9 being any delta system of shift
invariant operators and P9 being any system of shift-invariant operators.
Consider the set Rf of infinite matrices of the form
B=(bi, j)i, j=1 bi, j # C,
where in every row there are only a finite number of non-zero entries (row
finite matrices). With the usual operations, the set Rf is an algebra. The set
Rf (4(X )*) of matrices of the form B=(Bi, j)i, j=1 , Bi, j # 4(X )*, satisfying
limj   Bi, j=0 for every j, can be identified with the topological algebra
Hom(4(X ), Rf).
We say that a matrix B # Rf (4(X )*) is invertible if it has a two sided
inverse as an element of Hom(4(X), Rf).
Proposition 7.1 (Chain Rule). Let M9 be a delta system and L9 be an
admissible system. For any functional N we have
$M9 N(L9 )=($M9 L9 ) } ($A9 N)(L9 ). (59)
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Proof. It is easy to prove the chain rule for the partial derivatives Mn ,
MnN(L9 )= :

k=1
Mn(Lk)(k N)(L9 )
nMnN(L9 )= :

k=1
nMn(Lk)
k
k(kM)(L9 ),
equivalently
$Mn N(L9 )= :

k=1
$Mn Lk
k
($kN)(L9 ). K
From Proposition 7.1 we easily obtain the corollary
Corollary 7.1. If N9 is an admissible system then
$M9 N9 (L9 )=($M9 L9 ) } ($A9 N9 )(L9 ). (60)
Corollary 7.2. If L9 is a delta system, then
$M9 =($M9 L9 ) } $L9 , (61)
where the symbol $L9 represents the transformation W9 [ $L9 W9 , mapping any
admissible system W9 of linear functionals to the matrix $L9 W9 .
Proof. since L9 is a delta system, every system of functionals W9 is of the
form W9 =N9 (L9 ), N9 (X ) being the system of L9 -indicators of W9 . For every j,
($kNj)(L9 )=$LK Wj . From Eq. (61) we obtain the result. K
Theorem 7.1 (First Recursive Formula). Let q: (X ) be the conjugate
sequence of the admissible system L9 . Then we have the formula
q: +e n(X )= :

k=1
pk(X )
k
:
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (Lk | p;9 +e n(X )) q# (X). (62)
Proof. Using the chain rule with M9 =A9 , we obtain that for every func-
tional N
$n N(L9 )= :

k=1
$nLk
k
($k N)(L9 ). (63)
Equivalently,
$n U*L9 = :

k=1
$n Lk
k
U*L9 $k .
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Taking adjoints,
U L9 n= :

k=1
k
k
U L9 $nLk(D). (64)
By Proposition 6.1,
$nLk(D) p: (X)= :
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (Lk | p;9 +e n(X )) p# (X ).
Applying both sides of (64) to p: (X ), we obtain the result. K
Corollary 7.3. If q: (X ) is of plethystic type with Ln=FnL for some
functional L, then we have
q: +e n(X)= :
d | n
pd (X) :
{ [d]+# =: \
:
{ [d], # + d l({) (L | p{ +e nd (X )) q# (X ).
Proposition 7.2. Let M9 and L9 be any pair of delta systems of func-
tionals. Then the infinite matrix $M9 L9 is invertible, ($M9 L9 )
&1=$L9 M9 , and we
have
$L9 =($M9 L9 )
&1 $M9 . (65)
Proof. Applying both sides of (61) to M9 we obtain =Id=($M9 L9 )($L9 M9 ).
Then $L9 M9 is the right inverse of $M9 L9 . Similarly, we prove that $L9 M9 is the
left inverse of $M9 L9 . Equation (65) now follows directly from Eq. (61). K
We easily obtain the dual version of the previous proposition.
Corollary 7.4. Defining the systems Q9 :=M9 (D) and R9 :=L9 (D) we
have
L9 =M9 ($ Q9 R9 )
&1. (66)
The following corollary is obtained by making M9 =A9 in Eq. (66).
Corollary 7.5 (Second Recursive Formula). Let r: (X ) be the bino-
mial basis associated to R9 . We have the recursion
r: +e n(X )= :

k=1
pk(X ) Cn, k(D) r: (X ), (67)
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where
C(D)=(Cn, k(D))n, k=1=($A9 L9 (D))
&1=($ D9 R9 )
&1.
Proposition 7.3. If L9 is an admissible system such that the matrix $A9 L9
is invertible, then L9 is a delta system.
Proof. Define the admissible system of operators R9 :=L9 (D). We define
the polynomial sequence r: (X) by setting r0(X)=1 and using the recursion
(67). It is not difficult to check that r: (X) is of binomial type and
(Lk | r: (X ))=k$(: , e k) for every k and : . Let M9 be the admissible system
of functionals satisfying
UM9 p: (X )=r: (X ).
We have
k$(: , e k)=(Lk | r: (X )) =(Lk(M9 ) | p: (X )).
Then Lk(M9 )=Ak , or equivalently, M9 is the right inverse of L9 . By the chain
rule (59), and since $A9 L9 is invertible, $A9 M9 is invertible. Using the previous
argument, M9 has a right inverse L9 1 . By associativity L9 1=L9 . K
By Proposition 3.2 we obtain the corollary
Corollary 7.6. An admissible system L9 is a delta system if and only if
the matrix ($: L9 | 1) is invertible.
7.1. Applications of the First Recursive Formula
Example 7.1. Let u: (X ) be the conjugate family of the system L9 , Lk=
Fk = (m)1 =Fkhm(A). We have the recursion
u: +e n(X )= :
d | n
pd (X ) :
|{ |=m&md
{[d]+# =: \
:
{ [d], # + d l({)u# (X ). (68)
For every functional N, U L9 N=N[hn(A)]. Denoting by u
(r)
: (X ) the com-
ponent of degree r of u: (X ), we have that
u (r): (1)=(hr(A) | u: (X ))=(hr[hm] | p: (X ))=(hr[hm](X ), p: (X ))H .
The symmetric function hr[hm](X ) is the Frobenius character of the
permutation representation given by the action of the symmetric group Gmr
over the set 6(m)[mr] of partitions of [1, 2, ..., mr], with blocks having m
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elements. Then "(r[m]): :=u
(r)
: (1) is the character of that representation
evaluated at a permutation of type : . From Eq. (68) we obtain the recur-
sion
" (r[m]): +e n = :
d | n
:
|{ |=m&nd
{ [n]+# =: \
:
{ [d], # + d l({)" ((r&d )[m])# .
Example 7.2. The exponential polynomials ,: (X) satisfy the recursion
,: +e n(X )= :
d | n
pd (X ) :
{ [d]+# =: \
:
{ [d], # + d l({),# (X ). (69)
Equating the coefficients of p;9 (X) in Eq. (69), we obtain the following
recursion for the Stirling numbers of the second kind
S(: +e n , ;9 )= :
d | n
:
{ [d]+# =: \
:
{ [d], # + d l({)S(# , ;9 &ed).
Example 7.3. The conjugate sequence of the system of Hammond
functionals (Example 5.1) satisfies the recursion
n~ : +e n(X)= :
kn
pk(X) :
|;9 |=k&n
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + n~ # (X).
7.2. Applications of the Second Recursive Formula
Example 7.4. Consider the delta system K9 , Example 5.1. We have
$A9 K9 =\
= = (1)1 =
(2)
1 =
(3)
1 } } }
+=(hk&n(A))n, k=1,
0 = = (1)1 =
(2)
1 } } }
0 0 = = (1)1 } } }
} } } } } } }
} } } } } } }
} } } } } } }
where hk(X ) is assumed to be zero for k<0. By the Newton identity (see
[33]), the inverse of $A9 K9 is
($A9 K9 )
&1=((&1)k&n ek&n(A))n, k=1 ,
where en(X ) is the n th elementary symmetric function.
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We have the recursive formula
m^: +e n(X )= :
|: |+n
k=n
pk(X)(&1)k&n ek&n(D) m^: (X ).
Then
(:n+1) m: +e n(X )= :
|: |+n
k=n
pk(X )(&1)k&n ek&n(D) m: (X)
= :
|: |+n
k=n
pk(X ) :
;9 +’#
=: m;9 (X )(%*=
(k&1)
1 (A) | m#(X))
= :
|: |+n
k=n
pk(X ) :
;9 +# =:
m;9 (X)(=
(k&n)
1 | %m#(X ))
= :
|: |+n
k=n
pk(X ) :
|# |=k&n
;9 +# =:
m;9 (X ) %*m#(1). (70)
From the above formula we obtain the following recursion for the coef-
ficients c: , { , connecting the p{ ’s with the m: ’s.
c: +e n , {=
1
:n+1
:
|:|+n
k=n
:
# =k&n
;9 +# =:
c;9 , { &e k u# (71)
where u# =%m# (1)= |+ |=k&n (&1)
l(+ ) c# , + .
Example 7.5. Consider the exponential polynomials ,: of Example 5.3
and its umbral inverses : . The polynomials : are the associate family of
the delta system Fk2=FkE 1&I=E (k&I. Then,
(E (n&I ) : (X )=n:n: &e n(X ). (72)
The exponential polynomials are the associate sequence of the delta system
Qk=n=1 (+(n)n) log(1+Dnk).
Then,
$ n Qk
k
={
+(nk)
I+Dn
if k | n
0 otherwise.
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The inverse of the $ DQ9 is the matrix C,
Cn, k={I+Dk0
if k | n
otherwise.
We get the recursive formula
,: +e n(X )= :
d | n
pd (X )(,: (X )+Dd ,: (X )). (73)
Equating the coefficients of p;9 (X ) on both sides of (73), we obtain the
following recursion for the plethystic Stirling numbers of the second kind:
S(: +e n , ;9 )= :
d | n
S(: , ;9 &e d)+d;d S(: , ;9 ). (74)
Computing the jacobian matrix $ D9 29 we obtain
$ n Fk 2
k
={E
(k
0
if k | n
otherwise.
We easily check that the inverse L=(Ln, k)n, k=1 of $ D9 29 is given by
Ln, k={+(nk) E
(&) (n
0
if k | n
otherwise.
We get the recursion
: +e n(X)= :
d | n
pd (X ) +(nd) E (&) (n: (X ). (75)
From Eq. (72) we obtain : (X )=: (X+(k)&n:n: &e n(X ). From Eq.
(55) we get
: &e n(X )=
: (X+(n)
d | n +(nd) pd (X+(n)
.
Then
E (&) (n : (X )=: (X)&n:n
: (X )
d | n +(nd ) pd (X )
.
Substituting in Eq. (75) we get
: +e n(X )=\:d | n pd (X ) +(nd ) : (X )+&n:n : (X ). (76)
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The plethystic Stirling numbers of the second kind s(: , ;9 ) are defined as
the coefficients connecting the p;9 ’s with the : ’s. Consider the lattice
6[S, _]=[? | _(B) # ?, \B # ?]
of partitions on an n-set S compatible with some permutation _ : S  S of
class : . For ? # 6[S, _], _ induces a permutation _? on the blocks of ?.
The plethystic Stirling numbers of the first kind have the combinatorial
interpretation (see [36] and [41])
s(: , ;9 )= :
_, cl(_?)=;9
+_(0 , ?),
where +_ is the Mo bius function of 6[S, _].
From Eq. (76) we obtain the recursion
s(: +e n , ;9 )=\:d | n +(nd ) s(: , ;9 &e d)+&n:ns(: , ;9 ). (77)
Example 7.6. The backward difference delta system of operators Fn{,
{=I&E (&) 1, has as an associated sequence the family
}: (X )=‘
n
n:n 1n :d | n +(nd ) pd (X ):n ,
where (x) n denotes the increasing factorial (x) n=x(x+1)
(x+2) } } } (x+n&1). We have the recursive formula
}: +e n(X )= :
d | n
pd (X ) +(nd ) E (n }: (X )
=\:d | n pd (X ) +(nd ) }: (X )++n:n}: (X ).
The sequence }: (X ) is the conjugate sequence of the delta system of
operators
Wk=Fk log ‘
n \
1
I&Dn+
+(n)n
.
W1(X) is the Frobenius character of the free Lie algebra considered as an
analytic functor (see [27]).
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7.3. Diagonal Systems
Definition 7.2. A diagonal system is a delta system M9 where each
component Mk is of the form Mk=AkPk . The matrix of ($A9 M9 | 1) is the
diagonal diag((P1 | 1) , (P2 | 1) , (P3 | 1), ...). Then, (Pk | 1) {0 and each
functional Pk is invertible. Since each component M ( &1)k of the composi-
tional inverse M9 ( &1) satisfies the functional equation
M (&1)k =Ak P
&1
k (M9
( &1)),
M9 ( &1) is also a diagonal system.
For a partition : denote by supp(: ) the finite set [i : :i {0].
Proposition 7.4. A binomial basis [q: (X )]: # P is the associated
sequence of a diagonal system if and only if for every partition : we have
(A;9 | q: (X)) =0 for every ;9  : . (78)
Proof. Assume that [q: (X )] is the associated sequence of a diagonal
system M9 . The compositional inverse L9 of M9 is also diagonal. Since each
Lk is of the form Lk=Ak Rk , for ;9  : ,
(A;9 | q: (X)) =(L9
;9 | p: (X )) =(A
;9 R9 ;9 | p: (X )) =(R9
;9 | D;9 p: (X ))=0.
Assuming Eq. (78), true is for every k and : we have (Ak | q: (X )) =
(Lk | p: (X ))=0 if k is not in supp(: ). Then L9 is diagonal, and M9 =L9
( &1)
is also diagonal. K
Let S be any finite set of positive integers. For an admissible system M9 ,
$A9 M9
S will denote the finite matrix ($nMkk)n, k # S .
Theorem 7.2 (Recursive Formula for Diagonal Systems). Assume that
[q{ (X)]{ # P is the associated sequence of a diagonal system M9 . For a fixed
partition : let S=supp(: ) and n be any element of S. Then we have the
recursive formula
q: +e n(X )= :
k # S
pk(X ) C (S)n, k(D) q: (X ), (79)
where C S is the inverse of the finite matrix BS=$A9 M9
S=($Ai Mj  j) i , j # S .
Proof. Define the infinite matrix B[S] by
B[S]n, k ={
0 n # S, k  S
$nMk
k
=Bn, k otherwise.
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We claim that B[S] is in the neighborhood N(B, : ). By the definition
of B[S] we have only to check that for n # S, k  S, and every { : ,
($nMk | p{ (X )) =0. But this is equal to (Mk | p{ +e n(X )) which is equal to
zero because M9 is a diagonal system and k  supp({ +e n)S.
Then, by Proposition 3.3 (B[S])&1 # N(B&1, : ). It means that for every
partition { : , (B[s])&1 (D) p{ (X)=B
&1(D) p{ (X). Since in the expan-
sion of q: (X) there only appear power functions of the form p{ (X ), with
{ : , we have
(B[S])&1 (D) q: (X )=B
&1(D) q: (X ).
By the second recursive formula
q: +e n(X )=:
k
pk(X )(B[S])&1n, k q: (X ). (80)
Since the matrix B[S] has the block structure
B[S]=\B
S
F
0
G+ ,
the inverse (B[S])&1 is of the form
\ C
S
&G&1FC S
0
G&1+ .
Then for n # S,
(B[S])&1n, k={C
S
n, k
0
k # S
k  S.
Substituting in (80) we obtain the result. K
7.4. Exterior Powers of Umbral Shifts
Denote by P[n] the set of n-subsets of positive integers. For I and J in
P[n] we say that IPJ if |I |<|J | or if |I |=|J | and I precedes J in the
reverse lexicographic order. P[n]=[I1 OI2 OI3 } } } ] is a totally ordered
set. For examples,
P[2]=[[1, 2]O[1, 3]O[2, 3]O[1, 4]O } } } ].
Let M=(Mi, j)i, j=1 be an infinite matrix in Hom(4(X), Rf). For I and
J in P[n], denote by M(I, J) the determinant |Mi, j | i # I, j # J . We denote by
M(n) the compound matrix of the minors (M(I, J))I, J # P[n] . M(n) can be
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thought of as an element of Hom(4(X ), Rf) by defining the entry M (n)r, s to
be the minor M(Ir , Is), Ir and Is being the rth and s th elements of P[n]
respectively. It is not difficult to verify that Mr, s  0 when s  .
For a set I=[i1 , i2 , ..., in] in P[n] let $IL9 be the continuous map
$IL9 : 4(X
(1), X (2), ..., X (n))*  4(X )*
that assigns to a multivariate decomposed functional of the form
>ns=1 T
X (s)
s the determinant |$Lir Ts |
n
r, s=1 in 4(X )*.
Proposition 7.1. The transformation
IL9 : 4(X)  4(X
(1), X (2), ..., X (n))
whose adjoint is $IL9 is given by
IL9 R(X )=|
X (s)
Lir |
n
r, s=1 R(X
(1)+X (2)+ } } } +X (n)). (81)
Proof. The adjoint of E
n
i=2 X
(i)
is the n-multiplication
+(n&1) : 4(X (1), X (2), ..., X (n))*  4(X )*,
+(n&1) ‘
n
s=1
T X (s)s = ‘
n
s=1
Ts .
Using this notation we have that
IL9 = :
_ # Gn
sign(_) ‘
n
r=1
X
(_(r))
Lir
b E X (2)+X (3)+ } } } +X (n).
Taking adjoints we get
(IM9 )*=+
(n&1) b :
_ # Gn
sign(_) ‘
n
r=1
$X (_(r))Lir =$
I
L9 . K
We denote by  (n)L9 the infinite vector (
I1
L9 , 
I2
L9 , ...) and by $
(n)
L9 the vector
($I1L9 , $
I2
L9 , ...)
t.
Theorem 7.3. Let M9 and N9 be two delta systems. We have the identities
$ (n)L9 =
m[($L9 M9 )
(n)] $ (n)M9 (82)
 (n)L9 =
(n)
M9 ($L9 M9 )
(n) t (D). (83)
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Proof. Equation (83) is the dual form of (82). To prove (82) we only
have to prove that for every multivariate functional of the form
T X (1)1 T
X (2)
2 } } } T
X (n)
n and any set I # P
[n],
$IL9 ‘
n
s=1
T X (s)s = :
J # P[n]
($L9 M9 )
(n) (I, J) $JM9 ‘
n
s=1
T X (s)n . (84)
Consider the system T9 =(T1 , T2 , ..., Tn , , 0, ...). By Eq. (61) we have
$L9 T9 =($L9 M9 )($M9 T9 ).
Taking compound matrices and using the CauchyBinet identity we get
($L9 T9 )
(n)=($L9 M9 )
(n) ($M9 T9 )
(n). (82)
We obtain Eq. (84) by computing the entry (I, [1, 2, ..., n]) on both sides
of Eq. (85). K
8. SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SCHUR TYPE
Definition 8.1. A family of symmetric functions of the form
[t*+(X)]+C=* said to be of Schur type if they are the images of the skew
Schur function S*+(X ) by an umbral operator. Similarly, a family of func-
tionals [L*+]*C=+ is called of Schur type if they are the images of the Schur
functionals S*+(A) by an algebra automorphism of 4(X )*.
If U is an umbral operator, we denote by S U*+(X) the Schur-type sym-
metric function US*+(X ). Similarly, we denote by H U*+ the Schur-type
functional (U&1)* S*+(A). From now on, LU will denote the functional
(U&1)* L.
It is clear that (H U* | S
U
{ (X)) =$*, + . In other words, [H
U
* ]* is the dual
pseudobasis of [S U* (X )]* .
Any family [S U*+(X )] satisfies the coalgebra properties of the Schur
functions
S U*+(0)=0, when +{*
S U*+(X+Y )= :
+C={C=*
S U{+(X ) S
U
*{(Y ).
Given a set I=[i1 , i2 , ..., in] in P[n], the nonzero elements of the
sequence i1&1, i2&2, ..., in&n form a partition of length less than or equal
to n. We denote it by ?n(I ).
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Denote by Pn the set of all the partitions whose length is less than or
equal to n. A partition * in Pn can be represented as a vector of integers
(*1 , *2 , ..., *n) by placing zeroes in the n&k first positions when l(*)=
k<n. We denote by "n(*) the set [*1+1, *2+2, ..., *n+n] in P[n], where
"n is a bijection from Pn to P[n] with inverse ?n .
Given two partitions +C=* in Pn , the entry ("n(+), "n(*)) of the matrix
($A9 K9 )
(n) is the determinant |= (*j+ j&+i&i)1 |
n
i, j=1=|h*j&+i+ j&i (A)|
n
i, j=1.
By the JacobyTrudi identity, S*+(A)=($A9 K9 )
(n) ("n(+), "n(*)). Since the
algebra properties are preserved by the operator (U &1)*, H U*+ also satisfies
the JacobiTrudy identity:
H U*+=($A9 U K9
U)(n) ("n(+), "n(*))=|= (*j&+i+ j&i), U1 |
n
i, j=1.
Assume now that U is a bialgebra map. Since Upn(X+Y )=Upn(X )+
Upn(Y) we have that qn(X )=Upn(X ) is of the form
qn(X )= :
k>0
cn, k pk(X )= :

s=1
:
k>0
cn, k xs= :

r=1
qn(xr),
where [qn(x)] is a basis of C[x]. Since U is an algebra map, Up: (X )=
q: (X )=>n q
:n
n (X). Our goal is to generalize the quotient of alternants for-
mula for the Schur function S*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) to S U* (x1 , x2 , ..., xn), U being
a bialgebra map.
Theorem 8.1. Let U be a bialgebra map as above. For any sequence of
alphabets X (1), X (2), ..., X (n), S U* (X
(1)+ } } } +X (n)) satisfies the identity
S U* (X
(1)+ } } } +X (n)) |qr(X (s))| nr, s=1
= :
+ # Pn
: |KU+r+r S
U
*(s)*(s&1)(X
(s))| nr, s=1, (86)
where the second sum is over the sequences of partitions +=*(0)C=*
(1) } } } C=
*(n)=*.
Proof. By Eq. (83), for I # P[n] we have
IA9 U= :
J # P[n]
JK9 U ($A9 U K
U)(n) (I, J)(D).
Since ($A9 U K
U)(n) (I, J )(D)=H+{(D), +=?n(J ), {=?n(I ), we have
"n({)A9 U = :
+ # Pn
"n(+)K9 U H
U
+{(D). (87)
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Applying both sides of Eq. (87), with {=0, to S U* (X ), we obtain
S U* (X
(1)+X (2)+ } } } +X (n)) |qr(X (s))| nr, s=1
= :
+ # Pn
|X
(s)
KU+r+r
| nr, s=1 S
U
*+(X
(1)+ } } } +X (n)). (88)
The theorem follows, since S*+(X ) have the same coalgebraic properties as
S*+(X). K
Corollary 8.1. If qn(x) is a polynomial sequence (deg(qn(x))=n), then
S U* (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) can be expressed as a sum of quotients of alternants as
S U* (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= :
+ # Pn
1
|qr(xs)| nr, s=1
: |(KU+r+r S
U
*(s)*(s&1))(xs)|
n
r, s=1 , (89)
where the second sum ranges over all chains of partitions +=*(0)C=
*(1) } } } C=*
(n)=*.
Proof. Taking one element alphabets X (s)=[xs] in Eq. (86) we obtain
S U* (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) |qr(xs)|
n
r, s=1= :
+ # Pn
 |(KU+r+r S
U
*(s)*(s&1))(xs)|
n
r, s=1.
If qn(x) is a polynomial sequence, the determinant |qr(xs)| nr, s=1 is of the
form cn |xsr |
n
r, s=1 , for some sequence of complex numbers cn . Since the
Vandermonde determinant divides any alternant polynomial, it divides
("n(+)K U S
U
*+)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) for every pair of partitions *, +. Then, we obtain
the corollary. K
Observe that if the umbral shifts K nU have the property
(K nU R)(x)=0, if R(0)=0, (90)
then
(KU+r+r S
U
*(s)*(s&1))(x)=0
unless *(s)=*(s&1).
Hence, Eq. (89) would reduce to
S U* (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=
1
|qs(xr)| nr, s=1
|(Ume *r+r)(xs)|
n
r, s=1.
Equation (90) is satisfied when U is the identity (and we obtain the
classical formula for the Schur functions). We shall construct in the next
section a general class of umbral operators U that satisfy (90).
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8.1. Generalized Schur Functions
Let q0(x)#1 and qn(x)=xtn&1(x), tn(x), n0, being a polynomial
sequence (deg(tn(x))=n).
Define the map
Uq m: (X )= :
S1 , S2 , ..., Sm
‘
m
i=1
‘
s # Si
qi (xs),
where m is the number of nonzero components of : and the sum is taken
over the m-tuples of pairwise disjoint sets of positive integers
(S1 , S2 , ..., Sm), satisfying |Si |=:i , i=1, 2, ..., m. The symmetric functions
mUq: (X) can be written in the form c: m: (X )+terms of lower degree. Then
mUq: (X) is a basis. Moreover, since m^
Uq
: (X )=: ! m
Uq
: (X) is of binomial
type, Uq is an umbral operator. Equation (90) is satisfied by Uq since this
is equivalent to saying that m^Uq: (x)=0 when : has more than one non-zero
component.
Let \n be the projection 4(X)  4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) and \n*:
4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)  4(X )* be its adjoint. For a sequence of functionals
[L i]ni=1 of C[x]*=4(x)*, define the functional L in 4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) by
(L | m: (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)) = :
: (1)+ } } } +: (n)=:
‘
n
i=1
(L i | m: (i)(x)) .
It is easy to check that \n*L =>ni=1 \1*L i .
Define the evaluation =~ (n)a # C[x]* by (=~
(n)
a | x
m)=$m, nam. Let cn, k be
the coefficients connecting qk(X ) with xn:
xn= :
n
k=1
cn, kqk(x).
If
L j := :
n j
cn, j =~ (n)1 ,
then
(L j | qi (x)) = :
n j
cn, j c^i, n=$i, j .
Let Lj=\1*L j . If |: |=n,
(Lj | m^Uq: (X ))=(L j | m^
Uq
: (x)) =(L j | $: , e n qn(x))=$: , e j .
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We have obtained that jLj=K Uqj = j=
( j), Uq
1 is the delta system associated to
m^Uq: (X). A simple computation will give us
$Ai K
Uq
j
j
= :
k j&i
ck+i, j = (k)1 .
Definition 8.2. Define L*, n , * # Pn # 4(X)*, and L *, n # 4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)*
to be the functionals
L*, n=($A9 K
Uq)("n(0), "n(*))= } :k*r+r&s ck+s, *r+r=
(k)
1 }
n
r, s=1
L *, n=\n*L*, n= } :k*r+r&s ck+s, *r+r=~
(k)
1 }
n
r, s=1
.
We define the generalized Schur functions
Rq*(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn)=
|t*r+r&1(xs)|
n
r, s=1
|xr&1x |
n
r, s=1
.
Theorem 8.2. The symmetric functions Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) form a basis of
4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn). For every Q(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) in 4(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) we have the
expansion
Q(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= :
* # Pn
(L *, n | Q(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)) Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn). (91)
Proof. By Eq. (83)
"n(0)A9 = :
* # Pn
"n(*)K9 Uq L*, n(D). (92)
Applying both sides of (92) to p: (X ), we get
p: (X
(1)+ } } } +X (n)) | pr(X (s))| nr, s=1
= :
* # Pn
:
;9 +# =: \
:
;9 , # + (L* | p;9 (X )) |X
(s)
K Uq*r+r
| nr, s=1 p# (X
(1)+ } } } +X (n)).
(93)
Since Uq satisfies Eq. (90), for # {0 we have
( |X
(s)
KUq*r+r
| nr, s=1 p# )(x1 , ..., xn)
= :
# (1)+ } } } +# (n)=# \
#
# (1), ..., # (n)+ |(X
(s)
KUq*r+r
p# (s))(xs)|
n
r, s=1=0.
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Then taking one element alphabets in (93), we obtain
p: (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= :
* # Pn
(L*, n | p: (X ))
|m^Uqe *r+r (xs)|
n
r, s=1
|xrs |
n
r, s=1
= :
* # Pn
(L*, n | p: (X ))
|xst*r+r&1(xs)|
n
r, s=1
|xrs |
n
r, s=1
= :
* # Pn
(L*, n | p: (X )) R
q
*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn). (94)
By linearity, for any symmetric function Q(X ),
Q(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= :
* # Pn
(L*, n | Q(X )) Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
= :
* # Pn
(L *, n | Q(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)) Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn). (95)
The result follows since the map \nQ(X )=Q(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) is surjective. K
Proposition 8.1. Let C be the infinite lower triangular matrix C=
(ci, j)i, j=1 of the coefficients connecting the family qn(x) with the powers x
n,
and C its inverse. Then, we have the expansions
L*, n= :
+c=*
C (n)+, *H+ (96)
H*= :
+c=*
C (n)+, * L*, n (97)
Rq+= :
*c=+
C +, *S*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn), (98)
where C (n)+, *=C
(n)("n(+), "n(*))=|c+r+r, *s+s |
n
r, s=1.
Proof. By the chain rule we have $A9 K9
Uq=($A9 K9 )($K9 K9
Uq)=($A9 K9 ) C.
We also have $A9 K9 =($A9 K9
Uq) C . By CauchyBinet we obtain (96) and (97).
Equation (98) is the dual form of (97). K
Example 8.1 (Factorial Symmetric Function). For qn(x)=x(x)n&1 ,
the corresponding generalized Schur function
Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=
|(xs)*r+r&1 |
n
r, s=1
|xr&1s |
n
r, s=1
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is the factorial symmetric function [4, 5, 11, 22, 32]. Since nk=1 S (n, k)(x)k ,
xn= :
n
k=1
S (n&1, k&1) qk(x),
where S (n, k) is the ordinary Stirling number of the second kind. The dual
pseudobasis is given by
L *, n= } :k*r+r&s S (k+s&1, *r+r&1) =~
(k)
1 }
n
r, s=1
.
Example 8.2 (Increasing Factorial Schur Functions). When [qn(x)]n0
is an (ordinary) family of binomial type, L j=L * j for some fixed functional
L # C[x]* satisfying (L | 1)=0, (L | x){0, where the product V is the
classical product on the umbral algebra [45]
(L V M | p(x)) =(LxM y | p(x+ y)) .
For example, if qn(x)=(x) n=x(x+1) } } } (x+n&1), L==~ &=~ 1 and
Lj= jk=0 (
j
k)(&1)
k =k . The functional L*, n is given by
L *, n= } :
*r+r
k=0 \
*r+r
k + (&1)k ks=~ k }
n
r, s=1
.
They are the dual pseudobasis of the increasing factorial Schur functions
Rq*=
|(xs&1) *r+r&1 |
n
r, s=1
|xr&1s |
n
r, s=1
.
Example 8.3 ((MacDonald 6th Variation on Schur Functions). Let
(an)n=1 be any sequence of integers. Defining (x | a)
r=>ri=1 (x+ai) and
qn(x)=x(x | a)n&1=nk=1 en&k(a1 , a2 , ..., an&1)x
k we obtain
Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=
|(xs | a)*r+r&1| nr, s=1
|xr&1s |
n
r, s=1
which is Macdonald’s 6th variation of Schur functions [32]. It generalizes
the factorial Schur functions and the :-paired Schur functions [11]. The
functionals Lj are obtained by computing the inverse of the triangular
matrix (en&k(a1 , a2 , ..., an&1))n, k=1.
The next proposition is easy to prove, and is left as an exercise to the
reader.
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Proposition 8.2. The symmetric functions Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) satisfy the
condition
Rq*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , 0)=R
q
*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) for every * and n,
if and only if the polynomials tn(x) are monic and satisfy the divided dif-
ference equation
tn(x)&tn(0)
x
=tn&1(x), n1, (99)
Example 8.4. The polynomial sequences satisfying (99) are easy to
classify. They are determined by the sequence (an)n1 , an=tn(0):
tn(x)=xn+a1xn&1+ } } } +an .
Then, qn(x)=tn(x)&tn(0). The matrix C =(ai& j)i, j=1 connecting the
powers xn with qn(x) is triangular Toeplitz. Then
Rq+(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= :
*C=+
|a+r&*s+r&s |
n
r, s=1 S*(X ).
The matrix C is also Toeplitz C=(bi& j)i, j=1 ,
xn= :
n
k=1
bn&k qk(x),
where
bn=(&1)n }
a1 1 0 } } } 0
} .a2 a1 1 } } } 0b b b . . . ban&1 an&2 an&3 } } } 1an an&1 an&2 } } } a1
Since L j=k0 bk =~ ( j+k)1 and $Ai Lj=Lj&i , the jacobian $A9 K9
Uq is the
Toeplitz matrix
$A9 K9
Uq=\
L0
L&1
L&2
b
L1
L0
L&1
b
L2
L1
L0
b
} } }
} } }
} } }
. . .+ .
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The dual pseudobasis is
L *, n= }:k bk=~
(k+*r+r&s)
1 }
n
r, s=1
= :
+c=*
|b+r&*s+r&s |
n
r, s=1 H+ .
The inverse limit Rq*(X ) exists for every *. By Theorem 8.2, they form a
basis of 4(X). By Eq. (96) the functionals L*, n do not depend on n, and
L*=L*, n are the dual pseudobasis of Rq* .
8.2. ShefferSchur Symmetric Functions
Let [S U*+(X )] be a family of Schur type. A ShefferSchur family relative
to [S*+(X )] is any family of the form
RN, U*+ (X )=N(D) S
U
*+(X ),
where N is any invertible functional. An AppelSchur family is a Sheffer
Schur family relative to the Schur functions.
Obviously, RN, U*+ (X ) satisfies
RN, U*+ (X+Y )= :
+C={C=*
RN, U{+ (X) S
U
*{(X ).
The symmetric functions [RN, U* (X )]* # P form a basis of 4(X ). The dual
pseudobasis is [N&1H U* ]* # P .
Example 8.5 (The BernouilliSchur Functions). The BernoulliSchur
functions are the elements of the Appel family corresponding to the func-
tional N=(n=1 Ann)(=1&=),
S B*+=
n=1 Dnn
E1&I
S*+(X ).
Example 8.6. Assume that N is a multiplicative functional with
(N | hn(X ))=an , n1. Consider the Appel sequence RN*+(X )=
N(D) S*+(X). The inverse functional N&1 satisfies (N&1 | hn) =bn , where
bn is as in Example 8.4. We have
(N&1H* | S+(X))
=(H* | N&1(D) S+(X))
= :
{C&+
(N&1 | S+{(x))(H* | S{(X ))=(N &1 | S+*(x))
=|b+r&*s+r&s |
n
r, s=1 .
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Then, N&1H*=L*, n , L*, n being as in Example 8.4. The AppelSchur
functions RM* are exactly the generalized Schur functions of Example 8.4
corresponding to the polynomials
tn(x)=xn+(N | h1(X)) xn&1+(N | h2(X )) xn&1+ } } } +(N | hn(X)).
9. TRANSFER FORMULA AND LAGRANGE
INVERSION FORMULAS
We introduce in this section the notion of a jacobian determinant for
certain kinds of infinite jacobian matrices. Based upon this notion, and
using the second recursive formula, we generalize Joni’s general transfer
formula [24] to an infinite number of variables. By a standard procedure
a very general Lagrange inversion formula is obtained as the dual form of
the transfer formula. Particular cases of this Lagrange inversion are the
plethystic formulas obtained in [29]. By using the recursive formula for
diagonal systems we present here a new proof of the inversion formula for
an infinite number of variables obtained in [16, Theorem 4].
9.1. The Jacobian Determinant
For a jacobian matrix $A9 M9 , the minor $A9 M9 (S, S) is denoted by M9
S.
Proposition 9.1. For any admissible system M9 and any finite set
S=[i1 , i2 , ..., ik&1], we have the identity
$i1 $i1
Mi1
i1
$i1
Mi2
i2
} } } $i1
Mik&1
ik&1
=0. (100)
$i2 $i2
Mi1
i1
$i2
Mi2
i2
} } } $i2
Mik&1
ik&1
} } } } } } }
} } } } } } }
$ik $ik
Mi1
i1
$ik
Mi2
i2
} } } $ik
Mik&1
ik&1
Proof. Expanding the determinant by the second column, and using
induction on the cardinal of S, we easily get the result. K
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Proposition 9.2. Let M9 be a delta system. For a finite set S let C S be
the inverse of the matrix BS=$A9 M9
S. Then we have the identity
:
j # S
$j (C Sn, jM9
S)=0 (101)
for every n in S.
Proof. Let S=[i1 , i2 , i3 , ..., ik] and n=ir , for some 1rk. The left-
hand side of (101) is equal to the symbolic determinant
$i1 Mi1
i1
} } }
$i1 Mir&1
ir&1
$i1
$i1 Mir+1
ir+1
} } }
$i1 Mik
ik
$i2 Mi1
i1
} } }
$i2 Mir&1
ir&1
$i2
$i2 Mir+1
ir+1
} } }
$i2 Mik
ik
b b b b b
$ik Mi1
i1
} } }
$ik Mir&1
ir&1
$ik
$ik Mir+1
ir+1
} } }
$ik Mik
ik
=(&1)r&1
_
$i1
$i1 Mi1
i1
} } }
$i1 Mir&1
ir&1
$i1 Mir+1
ir+1
} } }
$i1 Mik
ik
=0. K
$i2
$i2 Mi1
i1
} } }
$i2 Mir&1
ir&1
$i2 Mir+1
ir+1
} } }
$i2 Mik
ik
b b b b b
$ik
$ik Mi1
i1
} } }
$ik Mir&1
ir&1
$ik Mir+1
ir+1
} } }
$ik Mik
ik
(102)
Definition 9.1. An admissible system M9 is called a Schro der system if
it is of the form M9 =A9 &G9 , where (Gn | 1) =0 and (Gn | pm(X))=0 for
every m and n.
Since ($A9 M9 | 1) =Id, by Corollary 7.6 we have that every Schro der
system is a delta system.
Definition 9.2. Let B be a matrix of the form B=$A9 M9 , M9 being a
Schro der system satisfying
lim
k  
$k Cn, k=0 (103)
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where C is the inverse of B. The determinant of B, M9 , is the element of
4(X )* recursively defined by
(M9 | 1) =1,
(104)
(M9 | p: +e n(X )) =M9 } :k Bn, k(D) \&:j $ jCk, j (D)+ p: (X ) .
Proposition 9.3. Let M be a Schro der system as in Definition 9.2. Then,
the determinant M9 is the unique functional satisfying
(M9 | 1) =1
(105)
:

k=1
$k(Cn, k M9 )=0.
Proof. We shall prove that Eq. (105) is equivalent to the recursion
(104).
From Eq. (105) we obtain
:

k=1
($kCn, k) M9 + :

k=1
Cn, k$k M9 =0. (106)
Then, we have the identity
C($1M9 , $2M9 , $3M9 , ...)t=M9 v
where
vn=& :

k=1
$kCn, k ,
and then
$n M9 =\ :

k=1
Bn, kvk+ M9 .
For every partition : we have
($nM9 | p: (X )) = :

k=1
Bn, k vkM9 | p: (X ) ,
which is equivalent to the recursion (104). Reversing the above steps we
obtain (105) from (104). K
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Proposition 9.4. Let M9 be a Schro der system as in Definition 9.2.
If $A9 M9 is upper triangular and the product >

j=1 (=&$jGj) is convergent,
then M9 =>j=1 (=&$jGj).
Proof. By Proposition 9.3 we have only to prove that
:
k
$k \Cn, k ‘

j=1
(=&$jGj)+=0.
Since $k(Cn, k >j=1 (=&$jGj))  0, for every : there exists an integer
K(: ) such that
:

k=1 $k \Cn, k ‘

j=1
(=($j Gj)+ } p: (X )
= :
K(: )
k=1 $k \Cn, k ‘

j=1
(=&$j Gj)+ } p: (X ) .
Since M9 (r)=>rj=1 (=&$jGj)  >

j=1 (=&$j Gj), there exists an integer
r0 such that if r>r0 ,
(M9 (r0) | p;9 +e k(X))
=‘

j=1
(=&$j Gj) | p;9 +e k(X ) , k=1, 2, ..., K(: ), ;9 : .
Taking l=max[r0 , K(: )] we have
:

k=1 $k \Cn, k ‘

j=1
(=&$j Gj)+ } p: (X )
= :
l
k=1 $k \Cn, k ‘
l
j=1
(=&$jGj)+ } p: (X ) . (107)
Since $A9 M9 is upper triangular, the matrix C
(l )=(B(l ))&1 is equal to
C(l )=(B&1)(l ). Then, by Proposition 9.2, the right-hand side of (107) is
equal to zero. K
In the same way we prove
Proposition 9.5. Let M9 be a Schro der system. If $A9 M9 is lower
triangular then >j=1 (=&$j Gj) is convergent and M9 =>

j=1 (=&$jGj).
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Theorem 9.1 (Transfer Formula). Let M9 =A9 &G9 be a Schro der
system as in Definition 9.2. Then the umbral operator U M9 ( &1) is given by the
formula
UM9 ( &1)=:
:
M9 (D)
G9 : (D)
z:
:A9 . (108)
Proof. Denote by T the right-hand side of Eq. (108). Let q: (X ) be the
binomial family associated to M9 . We have to prove that U M9 ( &1) p: (X )=
q: (X ) for every : . By an inductive argument we have only to prove that
T1=1
and
e nM9 T=Tn .
Since G9 ;9 (D) p;9 (X )=0, ;9 {09 , and M9 (D) 1=1, we obtain T1=1. Using
the second recursive formula (66)
e nM9 T= :
k, :
nCn, k(D)
M9
z:
G9 : (D) :A9
= :
k, : _Cn, k(D)
M9
z:
G9 : (D) : +e kA9
&
$ k(Cn, k(D) M9 (D) G9 : (D))
z:
:M9 & , (109)
the last identity follows by applying formula (57).
Using Eq. (105) we obtain
:
k, :
$ k \Cn, k(D) M9z: G9 : (D)+ :A9
= :
k, : _$ k \Cn, k(D)
M9
z: + G9 : (D) :A9 +
Cn, k(D) M9 (D)
z:
_:
i
i:iG9 : &e i(D) $ iGk(D) :A9 &
= :
k, : , i \Cn, k(D)
M9
z:
G9 : (D) $ k Gi (D)+ : +e iA9 .
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Substituting in (109) and rearranging the sum we get
e nM9 T=:
: , i
M9
z:
G9 : (D) :
k
Cn, k(D) ($(k, i)
=$ kGi (D)) : +e iA9
=:
:
M9 (D)
z:
G9 : (D) : +e nM9 =Tn . K
Corollary 9.1 (Lagrange Inversion Formula). If M9 (X ) is a system of
symmetric series such that M9 (A) is as in Definition 9.2 and L(X ) is any sym-
metric series, then
L(M9 (&1))(X)=:
:
1
: ! \‘k 
:i
pi+ (M9 (X ) G9 : (X ) L(X )). (110)
Proof. Denote by M9 the system M9 (A). Taking adjoints in formula
(108) we get
U*M9 ( &1)=:
:
$:A9 } m[M9 G9 : z: ] .
Applying U*M9 ( &1) to the functional L=L(A) we obtain
UM9 ( &1) L=L(M9
(&1))=:
: \$
:
A9 } m[M9 G9 : z: ]+ (L)=:: $
:
A9 \LM9 G9
:
z: + .
Taking indicators we get the result. K
The jacobian matrix of a delta system of the form (M, F2M, F3 M, ...) is
lower triangular. Then, by Proposition (9.5) formula (110) generalizes
Theorem B in [29].
Proposition 9.6 (Transfer Formula for Diagonal Systems). Assume
that [q{ (X )]{ is the associated sequence of a diagonal system Mk=Ak Pk ,
each Pk being of the form Pk==&P k . Then, for every partition : ,
q: (X)=M9
S(D) P9 ((: +e S)(D) p: (X ) (111)
where S=supp(: ) and e S=s # S e s .
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Proof. Using the recursive formula for diagonal systems (7.2) and
Proposition 9.2, by a procedure similar to that use in the Proof of Proposi-
tion 9.1 we obtain
q: = :
l(;9 )<l(: )
M9 S(D)
D;9 P9
;9 (D)
z;9
p;9 +: (X ). (112)
The rest of the proof is as given in [24, Theorem 3.1.] K
We easily obtain the dual form of the previous proposition.
Corollary 9.2 (Lagrange Inversion Formula for Diagonal Systems). If
M9 (X ) is a system of symmetric series such that M9 (A) is as in Proposition
9.6 and L(X) is any symmetric series, then
L(M9 (&1))(X )| p: (X )=L(X) M9
S(X ) P9 &(: +e S)(X )| p: (X ) . (113)
Example 9.1. The plethystic Abel polynomials A: (X, &1) are defined
as the associated sequence of the system FkD1 E (&) 1=DkE (&) (k . According
to the transfer formula for diagonal systems we have
A: (X, &1)=\‘s # S E
(&) (s (I&Ds)+ E (: +e S p: (X ),
where (: is the multiset defined in Example 5.3. Then
A: (X, (&) 1)= ‘
s # S
(I&Ds) E (: p: (X )
= :
<JS
(&1) |J | De J p: (X+(: )
= :
<JS
(&1) |J | \‘j # J j:j+ p: &e J(X+(: )
= p: &e S(X+(: ) :
<JS
(&1)|J | \‘j # J j:j+ pe S&J(X+(: )
= p: &e S(X+(: ) ‘
s # S
( ps(X+(: )&s:s).
In [9], Chen defined a family of plethystic Abel polynomials. His
construction is analogous to ours. However, the combinatorial meaning of
the present plethystic Abel polynomials is different from that in the Chen
construction. In [9], the Abel polynomials are the generating function of
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forests of plethystic trees. Here, the coefficient connecting the Abel polyno-
mial A: (X, (&) 1) with p;9 (X ) is the number of rooted forests kept fixed
by a permutation of type : , where the type of the permutation induced on
the partition associated to the forest is ;9 . Such a coefficient is equal to
(A;9 | A: (X ))z;9
=D;9 (A: )(0)z;9
= :
e S&J: &;9
<Jsupp(;9 ) \
: &e S
;9 &e J , : &;9 &e S&J+
_
>s # S (d | s d:d)
:s&;s >s # S&J (d | s, d{s d:d)
>s # S&J (d | s d:d)
.
The number of forests kept fixed by a permutation of type : is
A: (1)= p: &e S(1+(: ) ‘
s # S \1+ :d | s s:s+
= :
e S;9 :
\ : &e S;9 &e S , : &;9 + ‘s # S \:d | s d:d+
: s&;9 s
\1+ :d | s, d{s d:d+ .
(114)
See [12] for an equivalent form of formula (114).
The Abel plethystic family A: (X, &M) is defined as the binomial
sequence associated to the delta system FkD1E (&) M. From Theorem 4.11
we obtain that for any multiset M, FkE M=E M
1n
, where M1n is the multi-
set whose elements are the n th complex roots of the elements of M. Denote
by M: the multiset defined as the disjoint union of : 1 copies of M
11, :2
copies of M12, etc. Following the same procedure as above, we obtain
A: (X, (&) M)= ‘
s # S
(I& p1(M) Ds) E M: p: (X )
= p: &e S(X+M: ) ‘
s # S
( ps(X+M: )&s:sp1(M)).
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